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COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE TO OCTOBER 11, 2019 (8:30 a.m.) 

 

Referred for Action 

(1) October 6, 2019, regarding “Don’t spoil Ambleside Park, take Arts building to 
Klee Wyck property | The Global Canadian”(Referred to the Director of Parks, 
Culture & Community Services for consideration and response) 

Referred for Action from Other Governments and Government Agencies  

No items. 

Received for Information 

(2) Committee and Board Meeting Minutes:  Design Review Committee meeting 
June 20, 2019; Awards Committee meetings, August 15 and September 5, 
2019; Arts & Culture Advisory Committee meeting, September 17, 2019; 
Public Art Advisory Committee meeting, September 17, 2019; and Arts 
Facilities Advisory Committee meeting, September 18, 2019 

(3) 109 submissions, September 4 - October 8, 2019 and undated, regarding 
Proposed Development Permit 19-001 for 6404 Wellington Avenue – Tantalus 
Gardens (Received at the October 8, 2019 public hearing) (Attachments available 
for viewing in Legislative Services) 

(4) September 8, 2019, regarding Climate Change 

(5) September 23, 2019, regarding “Election Sign Restriction Proposal” 

(6) 2 submissions, October 4, 2019, regarding Proposed Development Permit  
18-050 for 4175 Burkehill Place (Received at the October 7, 2019 Council 
meeting) 

(7) Table Matters Network, October 4, 2019, regarding “Table Matters News” 

(8) My Sea to Sky, October 5, 2019, regarding “Reviewable Projects Regulation” 
(Environmental Assessment Revitilization Process) (Attachments available for 
viewing in Legislative Services) 

(9) October 6, 2019, regarding “LETTER: ‘We’re going nowhere’: West Vancouver 
Community Stakeholders speak out | North Shore News” 

(10) Undated, regarding West Vancouver United Church Information Sheet 
(Received at the October 7, 2019 Council meeting) 

(11) October 7, 2019, regarding Pumpkin Fest Noise Complaint  

(12) West Vancouver Foundation, October 8, 2019, regarding “You’re invited to 
Neighbourhood Grant Celebration (6 Nov 2019)” 

(13) Mothers Against Drunk Driving Canada, October 9, 2019, regarding “Invite to 
speak and preview MADD Canada’s school program to West Van students” 
(October 28, 2019) 

(14) October 9, 2019, regarding “’The Loop’ Transportation along Marine Drive and 
Broadway” 

(15) October 9, 2019, regarding “For your information” (Wireless Technologies) 
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(16) Community Energy Association, October 9, 2019, regarding “Climate Leaders 
Institute on November 7-8” 

Received for Information from Other Governments and Government Agencies 

No items. 

Responses to Correspondence 

No items. 

 



From:
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 2:58 PM
To: MayorandCouncil; Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Nora Gambioli; Sharon Thompson;

Marcus Wong; Peter Lambur; Bill Soprovich
Subject: LETTER: We’re going nowhere’: West Van Community Stakeholders speak out North

Shore News

Thought you would find this letter to the Editor of the North Shore News from Nigel Malkin worth reading and thinking
about. This was in response to an earlier letter from Charlotte McLaughlin.

https://urldefense.com/v3/_https://www.nsnews.com/opinion/letter-we-re-going-nowhere-west-va n-community
stakeholders-speak-out-1.23968039_; !7YbIuo8KqETyPAI MSXlg5mvjG7etlpB3-EuGaIgXgDUIFIKVUsNDt-
Tl$OX14E_cslGSgDSw3jS3Sl LkHiSxv-M8aQ$

West Vancouver,
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

MUNICIPAL HALL COUNCIL CHAMBER
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 2019

Committee Members: F. Ducote; D. Harrison; A. van Hoek; J. Levine; J. McDougall;
L. McKenna; A. Matis; and Councillors B. Soprovich and S. Thompson.
Absent: B. Phillips and B. Nelson.

Staff: L. Berg, Staff Liaison; E. Wilhelm, Senior Community Planner; and M. Emery,
Committee Clerk.

1. CALLTO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 4:36 p.m.

The Chair read statement to public

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the June 20, 2019, Design Review Committee Meeting agenda be amended
by moving Item 5.2 to be considered immediately prior to Item 5.1; AND THAT the
agenda be approved as amended.

CARRIED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the April 11, 2019, Design Review Committee Meeting minutes be adopted as
circulated.

CARRIED

4. INTRODUCTION

The Chair outlined the meeting procedure and read the public participation
statement.

5. APPLICATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

5.2 1552 ESQUIMALT AVENUE — AMBLESIDE RENTAL INFILL

Background:

L. Berg (Senior Community Planner) introduced the proposal for infill rental housing
for the 17 storey high-rise and surrounding flats and items to consider.

Project Presentation:
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D. Buttjes (Architect, Buttjes Architecture) and M. Vaughn (Vaughn Landscape
Planning and Design) provided a presentation, including:

Moving through slides architect presented:
• Proposal for 131 unit dedicated rental housing. Proposing a 1 7-storey tower and

2-storey street oriented single level townhouses with front doors on Esquimalt
and Duchess Avenue. All units are accessible. Previous option explored was a
five storey wood frame building above existing parkade.

• Materials include white painted concrete with dark grey accent colour, folded
metal detail to mimic concrete shape on existing building and apply as a veneer
on one of the main walls running up and down the building and a feature on
townhouses.

• Proposing a 4-level parkade accessed by four individual ramps, removing two of
the existing three parking ramps and replace with single entry tamp on northeast
corner. Surface parking located on northeast corner. Currently 184 parking
spaces, total proposed 242 spaces. Proposing 21 visitor-parking stalls and three
accessible stalls at same grade as elevator lobby.

• Garbage and recycling centre to be located in P2 of patkade with staging area at
grade for pick up.

• Went over views from Esquimalt and Duchess Avenue on the two schemes and
superimposed views from neighbouring buildings

• For building and parkade will have to remove 44 trees, most not protected under
tree bylaw, where possible will try to retain some of the trees.

• Playground on far south of site, aimed at children 2 to 5 years old. Upper plaza
is a meditative quieter place, lower plaza mote active with bocce and lawn space
with middle of plaza for outdoor dining and urban garden opportunities.
Accessibility access to amenities and every part of the site.

• Plant materials mostly native at alleyway, more colourful plantings on Esquimalt
and Duchess and internally.

Committee Questions:

The Committee went on to question the presenters, with the applicants’ and staff
responses in italics:
• What other configurations have you looked at for this site? Did look at a lower

tower but felt site coverage too impactful. Sited the tower to the north to avoid
impacting the neighbouring towers.

• During construction, will the current parking be maintained during construction?
Bottom two levels will be maintained, about 73 stalls, 169 new stalls to be added.
What is timeline for construction? At the most 20 months. The parking study
indicates a utilization range of. 63; many of the residents do not have cars as
location is close to Marine Drive and transit.

• What are the setback requirements for the townhouses along Duchess? There is
an existing setback under the current zone and they are applying for the new
zoning and the setback will be analyzed as part of the project as a whole.

• Details of the two levels flats? Two level single storey flats on Duchess and same
on Esquimalt. On Esquimalt, the lower level accessed from sidewalk and upper
level accessed from internal core. What Is reason moved from two storey
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townhouse to flats? Felt the size of units more efficient and effective as rental
units.

• How will you treat the storm water on site? There will be an opportunity in
landscape design.

• What is spacing between proposed tower and the two adjacent towers. West
Shore Tower is 707 ft. from tower and Ambleside Tower separated by 700 ft.

• What is colour of glass? Glazing has a slight green tint.
• Parking ratio will go down to .79 per unit, has staff done an analysis of the traffic

study? Transportation staff have asked for an updated study based on the new
proposal as this increases parking ratio from .63 to . 79, which is a reduced
parking standard, in other areas, have consider reduced parking where close to
transit.

• Any opportunities for shared vehicles? Three stalls proposed for possible ride
sharing.

• You show a mix of one and two bedroom units, is there a requirement for a three-
bed room unit? No.

• Surface lot on Esquimalt have you considered expanding the flats over the
parkade and undergrounding those stalls? Did have one additional unit on east
end but eliminated as felt grades did not work.

• Townhouse density why only two storeys, seems that there could be additional
density on that street as out of scale with buildings around it? Worried about
overshadowing on sidewalk, felt it gave a nice residential character, and scale to
the street.

• How do you get the get bins from the garbage room to the street? Small vehicle
will carry bins up from level 2 garbage room to pick up area at street. It is for
entire site? Yes, the flats take elevator to parkade and access garbage room.

Committee Comments:

The Committee went on to provide comments on the presentation, including:
• Amazing site in the heart of Ambleside. Big site and seems a shame just to put a

tower and a few flats around it without considering more options as there is
potential to do more with the area and utilize the slope. The parking is going to
be a problem during construction and applicant will have to come up with other
parking spaces for the residents. Feel the lane could be a bottleneck and would
like to see a study on how traffic can get to the other parking entrances.

• A good presentation, very helpful to hear how the structured parking works and
logic with access and entrance. Overall the project is very attractive and a lot of
thought gone into the plaza and the stepping down very successful with the
terraces, child play area, garden platforms and the accessibility addressed.
Acknowledge that the significant grade adds a challenge to laying out massing.
Think there is a lost opportunity for density on this site, the scale of the
townhouses along Duchess as it relates to rest of the site and the surrounding
buildings seems a bit small. Support extending residential to the corner of
Esquimalt and 15th. The architecture it is a handsome tower but think the
extension of the fin, while a nice architectural element, might affect the views and
the feel of the suites to the east of fin.

• Appreciate the amount open area available given there is a 17 storey tower and
surrounding flats and I think it does create more of a sense of community related
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to the density surrounding it. Consider relocating playground element to an area
central to all of the residential units to have same sense of accessibility, safety
and security. If considering storm water that have ability to become a water
feature in the central open space and consider taking away some of the
rectilinear elements to make landscape softer.
Lot of positives: tower well spaced to neighbours with north south orientation to
minimize shadows, the expression says beach with colours and massing, and is
a good use for an underused space in a transit corridor and close to amenities. Is
opportunity to go up to four storeys on townhouses and this will contribute to
street character and animation. The tower seems to have substantial setbacks
from Esquimalt and if that were pushed forward, along with the townhouses,
there would be more penetration in east west direction for neighbours to see
through the site. Colour board s grey with green tinted windows and wonder if
opportunity for a splash of colour.

• Very well conceived and well-presented project. Unit layout looks great,
compact, and a good lay out building in form and density and fits well in
neighbourhood context. In favour of keeping the height proposed for the two
storey section along Duchess as daylighting, shadowing and view access height
seems right. Parking access on Duchess consider removing for more landscape
on that corner. Surface parking lot on Esquimalt is a missed opportunity for an
additional unit or at least locating those stalls below grade and getting surface
asphalt off the site. Not sure the corrugated metal material is necessary as think
buildings can stand apart as from a different time and don’t need to connect in
that kind of way and think the metal may look industrial, suggest another look at
that material in favor of a more painted concrete surface that is simple and in
keeping with design. Well-done project and landscape makes a lot of sense.

• Well done presentation with a lot of high points executed in the plan, taking
advantage of a central location and providing a community need with rental
housing. Accessibility, increasing the liveability of the terrace spaces is well done
and cleaning up the lane by taking out parkade driveways help enhance local
neighbourhood. The density of townhouses seems a lost opportunity to take
advantage of larger floor plate, cannot see three or 4 storeys shading out back
courtyard area. Great project well presented.

• Good model that helps in assessing a complex project. The corner of Esquimalt
and 15th Street is an important corner for the project and parking lot feels like a
lost opportunity and encourage applicant to pay more attention as will be one of
the main entrances to the building. Encourage applicant to give more
prominence to this parkade entrance versus than laneway entrance and have the
plaza feel more like an entry plaza.

Having reviewed the application and heard the presentation provided by the
app Ii cant:

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Design Review Committee SUPPORT the Ambleside Rental mull at 1552
Esquimalt Avenue; subject to further review by staff of the following items:
• provide a parking plan for construction and going forward;
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• encourage the applicant and staff to consider options with regards to form and
massing of the flats on Esquimalt Avenue and Duchess Avenue;

• encourage the applicant and staff to work on a comprehensive storm water
management plan;

• consider a more central location for the playground in the overall site plan;
• consider alternatives to the metal panel;
• consider further development of the surface parking lot on 1 5th Street and

Esquimalt Avenue into a more prominent and attractive corner of the site;
• consider the potential of moving the access of the parking on duchess and

providing additional landscaping.

CARRI ED

At 5:49 p.m. L. Berg and J. McDougall left the meeting.

5.1 1286 DUCHESS AVENUE, DUPLEX WITH SECONDARY SUITE

Background:

E. Wilhelm (Senior Community Planner) introduced the proposal for a duplex with
secondary suite and items to consider.

Project Presentation:

M. Shalaby (Omnia Home Design) provided a presentation, including:
• Duplex designed to appear as one house, identical floor plans.
• Materials include hardi-shake on top and hardi-plank on side, garage to match

colour on house.
• Optimize windows to have views of the back and minimize windows on sides of

duplex.
• Proposal to retain one tree.

Committee Questions:

The Committee went on to question the presenters including: tree retention; railing
details; outdoor space, light-well details and depth of basement suites; setbacks;
parking; and fence details.

Committee Comments:

The Committee went on to provide comments on the presentation, including:
• In general the front yard setback and elevation seems acceptable and in keeping

with adjacent sites in terms of scale and character. Commend the retention of the
existing tree on the northeast corner and if not removed would encourage the
applicant to consider retention of the other tree in front yard. Unclear what is the
surface parking material but suggest using paving in keeping with landscape
such as grasscrete. Do not support tandem parking and recommend two car
parking spaces on each side. For liveability and increased light into lower units,
consider increasing the size of access wells and increase amount of glazing to
lower units. Consider pulling back deck to the above grade units to reduce
overhang and get more light into unit.
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• Consider a front yard access to the lower unit. In Vancouver, you could not have
basement suites that are lower than 4 ft. below grade to enable real opening
windows into the suite. If the District is allowing basement suites in duplexes
then cannot have 25 ft. heights.

• Do not understanding pedestrian access from Duchess to back of the building,
no description on width, covering or type of materials and encourage staff to work
on the details of that in next iteration. Concern with liveability of basement,
outdoor space is small, congested with stairwells and overhead decking on first
floor above. Suite windows are not sufficient to make a space that is liveable. By
pulling back towards the garage and removing one tandem parking space would
be able to expand area for the basement. Concern that grass at basement level
will not survive, consider alternate materials.

• Encourage a steeper slope on the roof and replace the hip roof with a gable roof
at rear for a more appropriate response to the context of the neighbourhood.
Trying to understand how grades work, not confident that all of the grades have
been sorted out. A cross section would clarify if there were the opportunity to lift
the building and allow more light into the basement suite. Review basement
suite layout as the living area seems small versus size of bedrooms and needs
more thought as to how to bring in light and room into the living area.

• For entry into the suite try to terrace by putting a step half way down with planter
to help break up the wall and entry more humane. Anything can do to make suite
more liveable by pulling out would really help and bring mote light into the suites.

• Every application we see for duplexes with height restrictions pushes the suite
underground and left with rooms with light wells. Anything can do to make more
liveable and to attract better renters and a higher quality of building overall. Find
drawings hard to understanding what is going on, we are here to talk about form,
character and massing and all our questions about setback could have been
prevented.

Having reviewed the application and heard the presentation provided by the
app1 i cant:

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Design Review Committee require RESUBMISSION of the Duplex with
Secondary Suite at 1286 Duchess Avenue to address the following concerns:
• provide a clear and legible site and landscape plan that clearly indicates all the

pathways, permeable and paved areas, and sizes of all those areas as well as
dimension of parking stalls that meet the bylaw requirements;

• provide clear and legible plans and sections of the building so the Committee can
determine heights within the space and floor plan dimensions;

• the applicant to work with staff on the elimination of the two parking spots;
• provide a detailed plan of the access into the lower suites and to enlarge and

redesign the access into the lower suite in order to improving liveability;
• investigate potential of increasing daylight into the lower floor;
• consideration of roof shapes;
• clarify the existing and finished grades on the site.

CARRIED
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OTHER ITEMS

6. There were no reports/items.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

7. There were no questions.

NEXT MEETING

8. The next meeting is scheduled for July 18, 2019

ADJOURNMENT

9. It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the June 20, 2019, Design Review Committee Meeting be adjourned.

CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 6:40 p.m.

Certified Correct:

Commi ee Clerk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
AWARDS COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

PACIFIC ROOM, MUNICIPAL HALL
THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 2019

Committee Members: W. Hansen (Meeting Chair); D. Haviovic; T. Hodgins; J. Wright:
and Councillor M. Wong. Absent: A. Badawy: B. Howlett: and M. Knez.

Staff: C. Rosta, Events & Festival Manager; and L. de Jesus, Recording Clerk.

1. CALLTOORDER

The meeting was called to order at 7:03 p.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the August 15, 2019, Awards Committee meeting agenda be approved as
circulated.

CARRIED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the June 6, 2019, Awards Committee meeting minutes be adopted as
circuTated.

CARRIED

REPORTS I ITEMS

4. Nomination Form and Poster Update

Mock-ups of the nomination form and poster were distributed to the Committee.

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Awards Committee approves the content of the poster mock-up #3 subject
to the addition of the graphic image as on mock-up #1.

CARRIED

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Awards Committee approves nomination form mock-up #2 subject to the
addition of the hand motif below the title.

CARRIED

Action: Final change requests will be submitted to the Communications
Department and Staff will confirm with the Committee when copies of the
marketing materials will be available for pick up.
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5. Contact Groups - Update

An updated contact list was distributed to the Committee. A further review was done
and outstanding groups were assigned to members to reach out to.

Mass outreach will be done in September.

Action: Staff will circulate an updated contact list to the Committee. Members are
asked to email Staff with contact information to be added to the master list
on an ongoing basis.

6. Potential Evaluation Questions and Key Terms

Copies of last year’s rating criteria was distributed.

Action: Staff to provide the Committee with last year’s list of applicants.

Staff to circulate a copy of the Committee’s December 2019 meeting
minutes.

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Awards Committee will use the same rating criteria this year as was used
the previous year.

CARRIED

7. Evaluation Rating Sheet

Copies of the 2018 rating sheet was distributed to the Committee. Discussions held
regarding relevant changes to be made to it. Further conversation held with respect
to previous processes and candidates.

Action: Staff to amend the rating sheet as discussed.

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the Awards Committee approves the amendment of the rating scale from 1-5
to 1-10.

CARRIED

8. Other Business

C. Rosta reminded members that some of terms expire at the end of this year.
Members who have not reached the maximum full term allowable may re-apply.

Action: Volunteer application forms will be emailed to Committee members.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

9. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

There were no questions.
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10. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the August 15, 2019, Awards Committee meeting (open session) be
adjourned.

CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 7:53 p.m.

Certified dorrect:

Co-Cir Committee )erk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
AWARDS COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES

PACIFIC ROOM, MUNICIPAL HALL
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2019

Committee Members: A. Badawy; W. Hansen; D. Havlovic; T. Hodgins; M. Knez
(Meeting Chair); J. Wright; and Councillor M. Wong.

Staff: C. Rosta, Events & Festival Manager; and L. de Jesus, Recording Clerk.

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 6:57 p.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 5, 2019, Awards Committee meeting agenda be approved as
circulated.

CARRI ED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the August 15, 2019, Awards Committee meeting minutes be adopted as
circulated.

CARRI ED

REPORTS I ITEMS

4. Communication Outreach Update

Copies of the updated distribution list were handed out to the committee for review
and to confirm further amendments and updates. An amended version will be
provided at the next meeting.

5. Evaluation Rating Sheet Update

Copies of the updated evaluation sheet were handed out. Discussion ensued
regarding the basis of information to be considered when reviewing the nominations.

As in the past, the committee will have a frank and open discussion if there might be
a potential conflict of interest.

The rating definitions from last year will be used again for this year.

Action: Staff will work on standardizing marketing materials effective next year.
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6. Confirm Meeting Dates

The next Awards Committee meeting is on Thursday, October 3 at 7 p.m.

The nomination review period is from October 22 to October 30.

A closed meeting to review and finalize the selection of recipients is set for
Wednesday, October 30 at 6 p.m.

7. Confirm Awards Reception Date

Staff to confirm the reception date and venue.

8. Other Business

Staff reminded the members to re-apply to the committee if they so wish.

Action: Once the deadline date is set by Legislative Services, staff will email the
committee to confirm when members need to submit their applications by.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

9. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

There were no questions.

10. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 5, 2019, Awards Committee meeting (open session) be
adjourned.

CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 7:56 p.m.

Certified Correct:

Co-Chair Committee Clerk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
ARTS & CULTURE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (ACAC) MEETING MINUTES

RAVEN ROOM, MUNICIPAL HALL
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2019

Committee Members: P. Bowles; P. Macleod; G. Nicholls (Meeting Chair); S. Swan; D.
Tiffany; S. Tsangarakis (Habib). Absent: A. Frost; T. Wardell; and Councillor M. Wong.

Staff: D. Niedermayer, Senior Manager, Cultural Services; D. Morrison, Museum
Curator/Administrator; C. Rosta, Events & Festival Manager; and L. de Jesus, Recording
Clerk.

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 1:03 p.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 17, 2019, Arts & Culture Advisory Committee meeting agenda
be approved as circulated.

CARRIED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 11, 2019, Arts & Culture Advisory Committee meeting minutes
be adopted as circulated.

CARRIED

REPORTS I ITEMS

4. Arts Facilities Advisory Committee Update

C. Rosta confirmed that Cornerstone Planning Group (Cornerstone) has been
retained to continue on to the site identification analysis phase of the Arts & Culture
Facilities Plan.

Two new members were appointed to the Arts Facilities Advisory Committee: Robert
Brown and Barbara Brink. A subcommittee will be formed to specifically develop a
short-term and long-term plan for Klee Wyck.

5. Art Museum Advisory Committee

Members of the Art Museum Advisory Committee (AMAC) were in attendance: F.
Patterson (Chair), B. Helliwell and D. LaCas as well as Museum
Curator/Administrator Darrin Morrison for the ACAC top become more familiar with
the purpose and mandate of the AMAC and the primary challenges, issues,
opportunities of the Art Museum.
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F. Patterson presented an overview of the Art Museum’s activities: five exhibitions a
year with two full-time and one part-time employee to help facilitate the exhibitions.
The Art Museum also produces publications, programming for adults and youth
including summer art camps and has a solid involvement with West Vancouver
schools. The Art Museum also participates in programs outside of the facility
including the Harmony Arts Festival.

The AMAC’s key role is fundraising for the Art Museum’s programming not covered
by the District’s core operating funds. Traditionally, a large portion of the funds come
from the West Coast Modern Tour. The AMAC has also facilitated the establishment
of two endowment funds with the West Vancouver Foundation for the long term
sustainability of the Art Museum. The Art Museum continues to face serious space
constraints, particularly:

• permanent collection storage;

• programming space;

• exhibition space: there is no room to display the permanent collection as well as
the rotating exhibitions that bring significant number of visitors.

• preparation space; and

• office space.

While the Art Museum maintains standards of professional care in keeping its
collection, District staff is unable to further grow the collection or the Art Museum’s
programming. The Art Museum sees —20,000 visitors a year. Its location does not
attract drop-by traffic so all attendees are coming for specific exhibitions and other
programming and through outreach such as Harmony Arts Festival, West Vancouver
Memorial Library and Ferry Building Gallery. The Art Museum is fully subscribed and
often, beyond capacity. In some exhibition openings, the Art Museum sees —1 50 to
200 people.

Off-site programming is done through engagement with the West Vancouver School
District. There are —200 participants which is comparable to North Vancouver. This
work is done by the Art Museum’s part-time education coordinator.

Ideally, the AMAC hopes to function in a facility that would be more suitable to the
programming that is offered and could be developed and that will last for many years
to come. The current location is not optimal or purposeful.

The ACAC thanked AMAC for outlining its ongoing concerns and encouraged
continued communication between the two committees.

S. Swan left the meeting at 1:58 p.m.
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6. Update on September 11th ACAC Meeting re: 2020 District Budget

D. Niedermayer reported that the resolutions passed by the ACAC were brought to
the Community Grants Committee (CGC) meeting on September 13. The CGC had
concerns regarding the logistics of having a subcommittee comprised of members
from another committee of Council and how that would affect the adjudication of
funding for the arts, culture and heritage grants. It was suggested that the CGC’s
Arts, Culture and Heritage Subcommittee meet with staff liaisons, A. Beckett and D.
Niedermayer to get a clearer understanding on what a multi-subcommittee entails
and the helpful information members from the ACAC might bring from the
community consultation processes of the Arts & Culture Strategy and Arts & Culture
Facility Plan.

ACAC also expressed concern over the timing of the District’s annual granting
process where funds are not confirmed until June and groups are already six months
into their operating and programming cycle. This does not provide stability for
program planning and the need for funds for deposits on artist fees, venue rentals,
and other programming and operating costs.

S. Tsangarakis (Habib) left the meeting at 2:39 p.m.

Action: Staff to coordinate next steps and timing.

7. Other Business

No other business discussed.

8. Next Meeting

The next meeting is on Tuesday, October 8 at 1 p.m. in the Raven Room of
Municipal Hall.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

9. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

There were no questions.

10. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 17, 2019, Arts & Culture Advisory Committee meeting (open
session) be adjourned.

CARRIED
The meeting adjourned at 2:47 p.m.

Certified Correct:

Co-Chair Commiffe dlerk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
PUBLIC ART ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PAAC) MEETING MINUTES

RAVEN ROOM, MUNICIPAL HALL
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2019

Committee Members: J. Carruthers; C. Creed; E. Fiss; P. Kiss (Meeting Chair);
S. Michener; P. Patkau; D. Vaughan; and Councillor N. Gambioli. Absent: D. Morton.

Staff: D. Niedermayer, Senior Manager, Cultural Services; M. McGuire, Manager of
Current Planning & Urban Design; I. Haras, Parks Planning & Development Manager;
J. Calimente, Transportation Planner; and L. de Jesus, Recording Clerk.

1. CALLTO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 9:06 a.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 17, 2019, Public Art Advisory Committee meeting agenda be
approved as circulated.

CARRIED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the August 15, 2019, Public Art Advisory Committee meeting minutes be
adopted as circulated.

CARRIED

REPORTS I ITEMS

4. Taylor Way I Marine Drive Gateway Project Update

M. McGuire of the Planning Department, along with L. Berelowitz of Urban Forum
Associates, presented the draft public realm strategy on the Taylor Way and Marine
Drive main transportation intersection. Copies of the draft Marine Drive-Taylor Way
Public Realm Plan — Public Art Strategy were distributed.

Discussions ensued regarding considerations for potential public art locations such
as: sightlines; Ministry of Transportation conflicts; scale of the art piece visible to
both private vehicles, buses, pedestrians and cyclists. Locations discussed included
the southeast corner where fountain is located on private property; pedestrian
walkway southeast by private property towards Lions Gate Bridge with many mature
trees; southwest location at new Larco development; northeast corner where new
development will be; overpass above Taylor Way driving down Taylor Way to Marine
Drive; Marine Drive travelling west from Lions Gate Bridge to Taylor Way. Additional
location for minor public art could also include overpass on Marine Drive towards
West Vancouver along Park Royal. Discussions also included potential themes and
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budget available via secured community amenity contributions and funds allocated
by the District.

Action: Planning staff preparing a report to Council to be presented in November.
M. McGuire and D. Niedermayer will coordinate finalizing this report.

PAAC members to provide feedback to M. McGuire relating to information
presented on the draft public art strategy.

Staff and the PAAC to look at the area at the southeast corner and area of
the intersection, between the fountain and the bridge as well as the area on
Marine Drive travelling west from Lions Gate Bridge to Taylor Way.

Staff to provide the PAAC with a map that also includes property lines.

5. Horseshoe Bay Update

J. Calimente presented current planning for the Horseshoe Bay Streetscape Project
which is awaiting construction. There are opportunities to integrate public art within
this project.

Phase I of the project will include upgrades to Royal Avenue. The prime opportunity
to discuss inclusion of public art in that area is during Phase 2 and 3.

I. Haras is working on the revitalization of Horseshoe Bay Park which is currently in
the concept stage. The budget for this does not include a significant piece of public
art at this time but elements of the park design can incorporate an artistic theme.

Action: J. Calimente and I. Haras to return to committee to discuss the allocated
budget for their respective projects at the next PAAC meeting.

S. Michener left the meeting at 10:30 a.m.

6. West Vancouver Community Centre Project Update

D. Niedermayer reported that the WVCC Selection Panel Subcommittee approved a
draft Call to Artists (Call). Further amendments will be made to the Call by the
District’s Purchasing Department and then posted. The current District policy states
that all public art work valued over $25,000 will require Council approval.

Action: D. Niedermayer and Eric Fiss will attend the Community Engagement
Committee meeting scheduled in October.

7. Public Art at Municipal Hall Update

The selected artist, Illarion Gallant, is ready to proceed with the project with
fabrication completed in approximately two months. Staff will work with I. Gallant and
Facilities Department to coordinate installation. The projected installation timeframe
is January.
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8. Committee Vacancy Update

The PAAC welcomed Eric Fiss as the new member of the PMC. He is a retired

architect and planner.

9. Other Business

No other business discussed.

10. Next Meeting

The PAAC has a scheduled meeting on October 9 at 9 a.m. As there are two

agenda items that need further and focused discussions, staff will send a doodle poll

to determine the PAAC’s availability and lithe October meeting will be rescheduled.

PUBLIC QUESTIONSa

11. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

There were no questions.

12. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 17, 2019, Public Art Advisory Committee meeting (open

session) be adjourned.
CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 11:05 a.m.

Conrr[tiee 1erk
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
ARTS FACILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE (AFAC) MEETING MINUTES

RAVEN ROOM, MUNICIPAL HALL
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2019

Committee Members: E. Fiss; R. Seyednajad; D. Tiffany; P. Tutsch; J. Webb (Meeting
Chair); and Councillor C. Cameron. Absent: B. Burgers; M. Evans; and J. Wexler.

Staff: C. Rosta, Events & Festival Manager; D. Niedermayer, Senior Manager, Cultural
Services; P. Fretz; Business Manager; and L. de Jesus, Recording Clerk.

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 8:35 a.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 18, 2019, Arts Facilities Advisory Committee meeting agenda
be approved as circulated.

CARRIED

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 4, 2019, Arts Facilities Advisory Committee meeting minutes
be adopted as circulated.

CARRIED

REPORTS I ITEMS

4. Arts & Culture Advisory Committee Update

D. Niedermayer reported that the ACAC met with members of the Art Museum
Advisory Committee (AMAC). The group discussed the AMAC’s goals and
challenges including storage, workshop and exhibition space limitations, as well as
how the ACAC may be able to support AMAC’s initiatives. The ACAC has also
passed a resolution to recommend to Council to increase annual funding by $25,000
for administration, storage and performance space grants as outlined in the Arts &
Culture Facilities Plan recommendations.

5. Arts Facilities Advisory Committee Membership Update

C. Rosta reported that two additional members to the AFAC have been appointed by
Council: Robert Brown and Barbara Brink.
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6. Preliminary Discussion re: Guiding Principles

• Cornerstone Planning Group (Cornerstone) is retained to work with AFAC to
facilitate and develop the site identification analysis. Q. Talbot-Kelly, A. Young
and B. Haden were in attendance and made brief introductions to the committee.

• Discussions ensued relative to:

o Focus of the study: identify and analyze suitable sites for the development of
Option #1 and Option #2 as was set out in the Arts & Culture Facilities Plan

o Project Schedule:
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o Preliminary information gathering related to guiding principles, timing of steps
to be taken in the site identification analysis process

o Levels of engagement: with various District departments and stakeholders

Action: Staff to communicate with stakeholders and community groups setting out
the process of the site identification analysis. A draft will be circulated for
AFAC approval.

7. Site and Mapping Discussion S

Discussions ensued relative to potential sites.

R. Seyednajad left the meeting at 9:55 a.m.

Councillor Cameron left the meeting at 9:59 a.m.

Action: Staff will invite a representative from the Planning Department and
Facilities Department to the next AFAC meeting.

Staff to provide Cornerstone with a map indicating District-owned
properties.

Cornerstone will calculate walking time of —5 minutes from Marine Drive to
determine how far north to consider site locations. The Park Royal stretch
will also be considered.
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V Staff will schedule a meeting between Cornerstone and the Planning,
Engineering and Parks departments, as well as between Cornerstone and
Park Royal.

8. Other Business

No other business discussed.

9. Next Meeting

The next meeting is on Wednesday, October 2 at 9:15 a.m. in the Raven Room of
Municipal Hall.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

10. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

C. Stringer inquired if Cornerstone will be meeting with user groups. A workshop
was held in May and another similar workshop will be held later this year to provide
the community with information regarding the site identification analysis. AFAC
meetings are open to the public and user groups are encouraged to attend. Meeting
notices are posted on the District website, as well as the Municipal Hall notice
boards.

C. Stringer expressed to the AFAC not to lose sight of the value of being located on
the waterfront and gave Harmony Arts Festival as an example.

11. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the September 18, 2019, Arts Facilities Advisory Committee meeting (open
session) be adjourned.

CARRIED

The meeting adjourned at 10:07 a.m.

Certified Correct:

Co-CY Comerk
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/0/0’ O’-//-OcJIcFrom:
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 10:25 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc:
Subject: Tantalus Gardens

Hello — My name is and I have lived at , West Vancouver for . This address
is about from the proposed site of Tantalus Gardens.

I have read the proposal and followed the public process around this development. I am in full support of this
development and would ask Mayor and Council to support it.

Thank you

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: /010
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 11:37 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: * theroundabout.ca *

Mayor and Council,
Please look at ‘www.theroundabout.ca’ and also read the foNowing:
The St. Monica land is unique and precious; it is worth preserving for its community space and the myriad of options that

it opens up. has offered to remove the affordability barrier on this land and allow the community to imagine the
unimaginable: community space AND truly affordable homes for local workers as a gateway to Horseshoe Bay. Hope is
the most powerful tool for a community to find its way through these troubled times. Communities need to take charge of
building a stronger community, creating a sense of purpose, a vision, and ultimately a reason for every individual resident
to feel a sense of belonging and of creating collective good. That’s what the Roundabout is about.’

The roundabout site is the heart of our western community. I am writing to implore you to NOT rezone it and to leave our
PA in place. You said you would put TG on hold until after our LAP is completed. You must honour that. Yes, we need
affordable housing in W Van, but TG is not that. H Bay is the WRONG place for TG. The Bay has a plethora of diverse
housing already. The Sewell’s condos are going to add more density and traffic woes. TG = more expensive
unaffordable strata and does not belong here. I own a house and cannot afford TG Our plan is not
NIMBY....we have a much BETTER plan which is a rare and generous GIFT not to be passed up. It is the best community
initiative I have ever heard of. It would be a feather in W Van’s cap and a story bigger than the Eagle Island one. It is the
duty of Council to serve the local community and not sell out to developers again. Please, do the right thing. How often
in life are we presented with opportunities from benefactors such as The Roundabout ??? Rarely, if ever. Thank you

. Wf iicait5
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From:
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 12:55 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Lisa Berg
Subject: Tantalus Gardens (6404 Wellington Avenue and 6407 and 6403 Nelson Avenue)

Dear Mayor and Councillors:

Re: Tantalus Gardens (6404 Wellington Avenue and 6407 and 6403 Nelson Avenue)

Please accept this letter of support for the Tantalus Gardens rezoning and development permit applications.

The proposed development of the 14-unit single-family and duplex homes over one level of underground
parking is an innovative demonstration project in West Vancouver that has many benefits. Notably, the project
will:

• Increase housing choice along the Marine Drive Corridor in the Horseshoe Bay area;

• Provide housing in close proximity to neighhocirhood schools, local parks, the Gleneagles Community
Centre and public transportation;

• Improve the streetscapes along Wellington, Rosebery and Nelson Avenues with the construction of curbs,
sidewalks and landscaped boulevards; and

• Provide a sustainable site design with increased permeable surfaces by eliminating surface driveways.

Additionally, the applicant’s offer of $100,000 as a voluntary Community Amenity Contribution speaks to the
change in zoning for a portion of the overall site from Public Assembly (Place of Worship) to residential.

As recommended in the Council Report dated May 7, 2019, Council may consider directing the CACs to rate
scibsidies for use of local facilities, including the GCC and the Gleneagles Clubhouse, or other local facilities
improvements as recommended in the approved Arts & Culture Facilities Plan. Please confirm acceptance of
this significant public benefit as a condition of adoption of the rezoning application.

Thank you for your consideration.

West Vancouver, BC
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/OIO’2- ‘‘cx2From: ‘

Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 1:11 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: In support of Tantalus Gardens

We strongly support the development, it fits into the community and is a welcome addition, provided the District
provides the necessary infra structure and reinstates the express bus service from present bus stop at Nelson
roundabout.
We don’t see any reason to spend any tax payers money to maintain the dilapidated, smelly and insignificant old
structure of St. Monica church.
There seems to be enough public meeting space between the Gleneagles Community Centre, The Gleneagles Golf Club
which is a beautiful underused place and seems to be in desperate need of support from the public and Gleneagles
School.

West Vancouver
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From: lob —J-oo(
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 2:20 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc:
Subject: Letter to Mayor and council re oct 8, 2019 7pm vote
Attachments: Letter to Mayor

Importance: High

Please find the attached letter for the October 8, 2019 7pm vote.

Thank you
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West Vancouver, British Columbia,

Her Worship Mayor Mary-Ann Booth & Members of Council
West Vancouver District Council
Municipal Hall
750 17th Street
West Vancouver BC
V7V 3T3

October 7, 2019

Re: The Roundabout

Dear Madam Mayor Booth and Council Members:

lam writing in opposition to the proposed development of Tantalus Gardens. Not because Fm
anti-development hut because I have some issues with the proposal that has been put forward and
I believe there is a better and more viable solution available.

Recently I was introduced to a new proposal for a project called The Roundabout. Initially I
wondered if this was just a case of one developer vying to undercut another and whether I would
just be choosing one profit-making venture over another.

However, as I have done more research I have come to understand that the proposal for The
Roundabout is different. ft is novel, interesting and refreshing. I like the design drawings I have
seen, I like the solcitions proposed to reduce the number of cars that will require parking on the
site, I like the community aspect of it both in terms of ownership and contribution. I am
interested in understanding more about the cooperative elements that are being explored. I like
the greenspace, the shared gardens and the vision for community space.

There is no question that this will be a well-utilised facility that will add value to our community
for years to come.

I support The Roundabout and respectfully ask Mayor and Council to hear the community voices
and make a choice that supports us.

Yours very truly,
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From:
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 5:03 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: not supportive of the tantalus gardens proposal

I live at in West Vancouver. I am opposed to the rezoning of the current church lot to enable
development of Tantalus gardens. I am in favor of gently increasing density, and development that aligns with a larger
community plan.

My concerns:
a) The church property is zoned for public assembly. It was initially donated by local owners to create land for the

church. Rezoning for a profit-motivated commercial enterprise (real estate development) without creating any
public space is going directly against the wishes of the initial owners of that land. This is similar to taking
donated land and reselling it for profit.

b) There aren’t adequate CACs associated with this upzoning, Why is that? One would assume a CAC would be
required to ensure traffic could be handled for the 3.5x increase in density for that location.

The consultation process seems skewed IMHO. IN the previous meeting there was a claim that only two letters were
sent in opposition. That’s simply untrue, and concerning.
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From:
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 2:48 PM
To: Peter Lambur; Craig Cameron; Bill Soprovich; Sharon Thompson; Marcus Wong;

MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens
Attachments: letter to mayor & councillors.docx

Please see my attached letter:
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October 4, 2019

Dear Mayor and Council,

I have been following the Tantalus Gardens proposal since the first town hail meeting at
St.Monica’s in October 2018 when there was an overwhelming turnout from the community
that showed up to share their concerns. I am aware of the involvement of this community
since then in both opposing this development and working to provide an alternative vision
for the property. The countless hotirs, hard work and skills my neighbours have put
towards gathering and presenting the voice of our community on matters pertaining to this
project and site, and towards trying to convince you to listen, is significant.

Development is necessary and I recognize you are under pressure to increase density in
West Vancouver. However, I am also aware that you desire social well-being for its citizens.
Isolation, loneliness, mental illness and in general a feeling of fragmentation is a reality we
face in this day and age as people become busier, more spread out and struggle with the
weight that technology and environmental issues have on them. The statistics to support
these claims are not hard to find. I am inspired by my community for I see in their efforts to
oppose Tantalus Gardens and envision a different option for this site, a desire to fight
against this hard reality and to help create a healthier neighbourhood where connection is
real and people feel rooted to their place with a strong sense of belonging. That is their
wish for this neighbourhood, this little corner of West Van in which the St.Monica’s property
sits. And it is this property that carries the unique potential to help our community pursue
these worthy goals.

As West Van moves forward with goals of densification, I plea with you to support
neighbourhood attempts like ours that want to protect and truly foster a vibrant healthy
and connected neighbourhood. Saying you’ll allow Tantalus Gardens to go ahead but that
you’ll support our social well-being by way of libraries and community centres is not
enough. In addition to these places, which do serve a purpose, we also need what the
St.Monica’s site can offer us. It is an example of a ‘third place’, as stated in the West Van
Vital Signs document as being essential. These third places are embedded in smaller
communities and allow for a more intimate and inclusive connection to take place.

So count me as a citizen who is opposed to Tantalus Gardens. A citizen who lives
this site and desires to see this unique property with its unique zoning

maximized to its potential, not simply used to satisfr a need for more housing units. Please
do not allow it to be rezoned and remove the public assembly status for this is a decision
that can’t be reversed. Or at least I hope you will wait to decide this until Horseshoe Bay’s
local area plan is completed. That way we have the chance to consider it within the whole
of Horseshoe Bay and the community’s larger vision for this special place in West
Vancouver that I am so grateful to call home.

Thank-you for your time,

West Vancouver, BC
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From:
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 5:10 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Mary-Ann Booth; Peter Lambur; Sharon Thompson; Craig Cameron; Nora Gambioli; Bill

Soprovich; Marcus Wong
Subject: Transparency - Tantalus Gardens Development Proposal - Public Hearing - October 8th,

2019

Mayor and Council:

First some history, the Council approved the Official Community Plan - OCP and consistent with that Plan it was
understood over time a number of Local Area Plans (LAP) would be developed. One of those LAP’s is The Horseshoe Bay
Local Area Plan. Following approval of the OCP a small developer presented to Planning the subject project replacing a
few single family homes and a historic church with 14 new residences made up of 6 single family homes and 4 duplexes.
We were told at a Regular Council Meeting on Sept 9th that the developer had done a good job of consultation with the
local area residents - while disputed by some residents the project reportedly does not have wide spread acceptance for
a variety of reasons. In any event, as the normally lengthy and important cost of the planning process commenced,
Council arranged commencement of The Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan. It was decided that the LAP process to be
followed would involve a number of phases. At the close of the first phase it was decided by the District that while there
would not be an expansion of the solid border of the LAP, a “Study Area” would be added to the LAP which would take
in the land involved with the Tantalus Gardens Development Proposal.

So here we go again, from my point of view a further case of the lack of transparency in the decision making of
the District. In this connection Planning in response to a question from Councillor Thompson at the September 9th
Regular Council Meeting advised that the added “Study Area” to the LAP would neither affect nor deter, in the normal
course, the planning progress for the subject development as it would continue to be guided by the OCP for the District.
I am sure that the Developer was happy to hear that news but what are we as residents supposed to think when
suddenly getting that news just weeks before an important decision like a public hearing is to take place - in fact again I
am left to wonder why Council would have had to ask that question - were they too not up-to-date before the Council
Meeting - or was the question for the benefit of residents? The explanation given by Planning at the above meeting for
establishing the “Study Area” flowed, from comments made by the community during the first phase of the progressing
LAP. It was then to recognize the comments received and while not wishing to formally expand the current LAP
boundary, it was decided to establish an adjoining “Study Area”. It would play no part in retarding development in that
Area unless or until say the final LAP document reaches conclusion and Council for approval within the OCP when the
area could well be added to the LAP border. In other words, despite community documented views only lip service
would be given to the LAP process and Planning would continue processing/recommending any developments in the
“Study Area” if within the approved OCP guidelines?

Given the above is correct I write to strongly suggest that before opening the Public Hearing on October 8th that
you remove or clearly explain why the “Study Area” was put in place and by whose authority and why the wishes of the
community in development of the LAP are to be essentially disregarded at least in the short term. Secondly, if the
“Study Area” is to remain in place then I suggest you clearly and transparently discuss in public why in the absence of an
Approved LAP coupled with the continued approved existence of the “Study Area” for the Horseshoe Bay LAP that
approval of the Tantalus Gardens Development Proposal would be any more than “Spot-Zoning”. It you conclude then
as I do that it is indeed “Spot-Zoing” then I feel it should be “deferred” pending formal approval of the LAP as were other
recently approved developments within the Marine Drive and Taylor Way Local Area Plan.

I would remind you that Planning, mainly to ensure the respect and confidence of residents in the Planning
Process have made it clear that the OCP including the LAP for Marine Drive and Taylor Way should be respected on the
752 Marine Drive (White Spot) project covered by the OCP and LAP vis-a-vis adding an additional 5 storey to each high-
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rise tower. However we get the feeling that Council has not dismissed that amendment despite the years of work by
Staff and Council on the approval of that project which is already well underway. It is however also noted and of
considerable concern that Planning recently supported the 390 rental units at Keith Road and Taylor Way (thankfully
rejected by Council due to the lack of a LAP) because like the subject project it met re5idential type and other issues
covered by the OCP despite the absence of a planned but not commenced development of a LAP for the Taylor Way
Corridor a decision consistent with the unapproved LAP for Horseshoe Bay.

So Council in addition to reconsidering deferring the Public Hearing at least while the “Study Area” is in place, I
would also suggest you each give more thought to the transparency in District decision making either by Staff or Council
- WE ARE WATCHING!

Regards,

West Vancouver, BCs. 22(1) s. 22(1)
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From:
Sent: Saturday, October 5, 2019 2:21 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens: Proposed Rezoning of 6404 Wellington Avenue and 6403 & 6407

Nelson Avenue

I am absolutely OPPOSED to this proposed rezoning

My objections:

• Condos/underground parkade is a Vancouver planning model that is a misfit for this unique ‘country
road’ neighbourhood.

• This is ‘housing for cars’ with no attempt at a ‘green’ solution. This is a continuation of mandating a
costly car infrastructure.

• This would transform a ‘pedestrian zone’ into a ‘car zone’ — a large portion are seniors and children.

• The ‘CHURCH’ is a valuable historic community resource. The root cause of social problems is a failure
of community.
We need more community not less. The first duty of elected officials is to ‘do no harm’. Its destruction
would harm our community.

West Vancouver, BC
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b0 /qOf

Sent: Saturday, October 5, 2019 4:08 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Fwd: Retraction

Please see my response to Deputy Chief Constance Barber below. I trust Council will consider the conduct of the
opponents and their supporters in your deliberations. This was not a minor breach but one that is broad and precedent
setting.

Regards,

Gleneagles.

Shane,
An appropriate response but how is equity to be achieved for the injured party, the proponent who was attacked? This
privacy breach has caused harm and there should be proper consideration to how amends can be made. Further, what
reprimand have those involved in orchestrating this act endured? I trust something serious.

Finally, and perhaps most important, Block Watch relies on trust and confidence that communications disseminated are
credible and legitimate. This breach of policy has impacted that trust to the detriment of the police department.

Regards,

Gleneagles resident

Begin forwarded message:

From:
Date: October 5, 2019 at 2:43:02 PM PDT
To:
Subject: Fwd: Retraction

Interesting

Begin forwarded message:

From:
Date: October 5, 2019 at 12:52:27 PM PDT
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To:
Subject: FW: Retraction

From: Shane Barber [mailto:ShaneBarber@jyQcLca]
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 4:27 PM
To:
Subject: Retraction

RETRACTI ON

It has come to my attention that the West Vancouver Police Department’s automated
Blockwatch communications system was recently used to distribute a link to a website
commenting on the re-development of a parcel of property within the Horseshoe Bay
community.

The Police Department serves and is dedicated to the community as a whole. It does not make
statements or take positions on matters under civic jurisdiction.

Regrettably, the issuance of this communication is not consistent with these
principles. Although the communication explained that it was not intended as an endorsement
of the views expressed on the website, the very issuances of the communications was still not in
accordance with out established policies and processes.

On behalf of the West Vancouver Police Department, I would like to take this opportunity to express our
regret about this incident and would like to offer our apologies for any upset or concern that this
communication has caused for you or others in the community.

Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.

West Vancouver Police Department
755 16th Street, West Vancouver BC. V7V 0B8
Office: 604 925-7328 Cell: 604 218-0310

E-mail: shanebarber@wvpd.ca
Website: www.wvpd.ca

Shane Barber
Deputy Chief Constable
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This email may contain confidential &/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient or 

have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy this mail. Any 

unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this email is forbidden. 



(O(O—)-tfrOO)
From:
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2079 12:14 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens - Opposed

Dear Mayor and Council,

I am writing in opposition to the proposed Tantalus Gardens Development for a number of reasons which
have already been stated in the hundreds of letters sent by concerned community members and by those who
have attended meetings and spoken up against this proposal.

I am not a NIMBY and believe an alternative plan for the St Monica’s site is needed which will incorporate
valuable community space and some housing which I believe must be affordable to our hard working essential
workers, who are finding it impossible to buy and rent in the municipality in which they serve. I wish everyone
could take a minute to actually think about the actual cost of these so-called ‘affordable’ homes that Quma
proposes will start at $1.5 million. When does $1.5 million (plus the strata fees) become affordable for
anyone not born into a wealthy family or lucky enough to earn a salary over $250,000? If these properties are
ultimately purchased by investors, the monthly rent will be in excess of $4,000.

After attending a residents open house unveiling ‘The Roundabout’, I am very interested in the idea for an
alternative plan for this site which I believe will benefit all members of this community in some form. I know
my young family will use this facility for a range of activities if given the opportunity as Gleneagles CC is too
expensive to use.

I am also shocked and dismayed that Mayor and Council have chosen to exclude this large development at the
gateway into Horseshoe Bay from the LAP even after it was agreed in May 2019 to wait until Spring 2020 and
the first LAP phase had been completed. I will be attending the meeting on the 8th Oct to vocalize my
discontent on this issue.

I hope Mayor and Council are listening to the communities genuine heartfelt concerns here in Horseshoe Bay.

Thank you for yourtime

Horseshoe Bay
West Vancouver
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k/o ifc)f
From:
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 1:45 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: info@tantalusgardens.com
Subject: Fwd: Say YES to Tantalus Gardens (Before October 8th)

Dear Mayor and Council,

I believe that the Tantalus Gardens project was delayed yet again by a group who appear to he relying
in misleading, and sometimes, plain false, information.

horseshoe Bay has more than enough single family homes, and the community would 1)enefit greatly
from more affordable accommodation for the young and the elderly. A recent local news item highlighted
the fact that West Vancouver has the least affordable housing in the region. The Tantalus project meets
and exceeds, the requirements of the agreed Community Plan that recognizes the need for infill housing
that is in tune with character of the surrounding neighbourhood.

I urge council to grasp the nettle of the problem, and proceed with this worthy project ASAP.

Please accept this e-mail as SUPPORT for the Tantalus Gardens project.

Yours sincerely

West Vancouver
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10/0- fcc/
From:
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 2:21 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: I support the Tantalus Gardens development

Hello West Vancouver Council,
I am sending this email in order to help support the Tantalus Garden’s housing development in Horseshoe

Bay. I have seen information from both the developer and from a group that opposes this development and after
carefully comparing the pros and cons from both parties, I think that this development would not only help with West
Vancouver’s OCP policy of diversifying housing but it would also help to densify the housing in this area and hopefully
bring in some younger families.

I am a resident in the Horseshoe Bay area and fully support this new housing development. I would be greatly
disappointed if this does not proceed.
Thank you...

.
West Vancouver.
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10 ID- 2-/-L
From: Mike Cheevers
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 7:05 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Peter Lambur; Bill Soprovich; Sharon Thompson;

Marcus Wong
Subject: St Monica’s Church - Tantalus Gardens
Attachments: St Monica’s, MTC letter to Council, October 7, 2019100619.pdf

Dear Mayor and Council

Attached please find my letter regarding the above matter. My name can be published and made public.

Michael Cheevers

s. 22(1)
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West Vancouver, BC,

October 7, 2019

Mayor and Council

Municipality of West Vancouver

Dear Mayor and Council

Re: St Monica’s Church proposed re-zoning and redevelopment

My name is Michael Cheevers. I live at and I have attended the meetings

regarding St. Monica’s at the church, at Gleneagles Club House and the last one, on September 9, at the

Municipal Hail.

You have received my letter of September 25, 2019, published on your website in “letters received for

the week ending 8.30 a.m. September 27, 2019”, as item (7)(24). In that letter I tried to show, and

believe did, that the information, results and conclusions (of “Survey 1”) presented by Steven Petersson,

on behalf of Quma, were misleading, unrepresentative of the views of West Vancouver residents and

should be given no credibility. Quma has now presented a further survey (“Survey 2”), published on

your website in the agenda to the Public Meeting to be held October 8, 2019, as item B — 115.

Before I discuss Survey 2 let me say that I am a
In those roles I had to take a second look at

information presented to me to detect misinformation and fraud. I check detail and if Survey 1 had been

presented in court 1 doubt its author would ever be retained again. Once credibility is lost why would

you trust that person in their next report.

I am writing because of my concern over the process that appears to be driving Quma’s Tantalus

Gardens application. The issue is divisive and I expect many people will express views on October gth

Although council has authority to make decisions it very sensibly looks for input from the community it

serves before coming to that decision. The community it looks to, however, should not include an

applicant who has produced a report such as Survey 1.

Quma appear to be driving the timing of this process. In Survey 2 they say that after “50 days of

walking” they received certain results to their survey. Their survey was completed over the time frame

June 3 to August 8, 2019, being 67 days. A council meeting was announced by way of a notice and

agenda dated August 29, 2019, for September 9, 2019. The meeting of October 8, 2019 has been called

to receive public input, that is 29 days after the last meeting. If opposition to the Quma application is to

have the same time as Qurna to prepare a survey the council meeting should be held on November 13,

not now.

s. 22(1)
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(have reviewed Survey 2 as published on your website and any comments I have are only in relation to

what is available to see. My comments are as follows:

1. In its letter to Mayor and Council Quma says — “West Vancouver cannot continue to be a

vibrant and sustainable community if WE (emphasis added) don’t change what WE are doing.”,

signed Peter Nilsson, North Vancouver. Perhaps Mr. Nilsson is including North Vancouver in his

“WE”, as he did in Survey 1, otherwise lie would say YOU. As a reminder, Survey 1 contained 31

West Vancouver responses and 100 non-West Vancouver responses.

2. None of the 433, out of a reported 550, survey forms submitted show opposition to the survey

so an analysis of the overall results is difficult. Did the applicant include any results from Survey

1?

3. Most addresses have been redacted from the individual survey forms. However, on 56 of the

433 forms published, the “West Vancouver” portion of the address has been carefully left visible

(see Attachment 1 for a list of these forms as numbered by the municipality on 8— 115 to the

October 8 agenda, and Attachment 2 as an example of the careful redaction). Can it be

concluded that the remainder do not come from West Vancouver? In fact two of the survey

forms show that the respondents live in Lions Bay (see Attachment 1) although the results are

meant to be from residents living 900 metres of St Monica’s

4. The survey form, except during the first few days of the “Walk the Street Community

Consultative Initiative”, contains the line “# of years lived or worked in Horseshoe Bay.”. It is

interesting to note that the applicant asked that question when he doesn’t want to be included

in the Horseshoe Bay LAP. Of the forms submitted 7 leave that question blank and all of those

have had their addresses completely redacted — see comment 3, above. The remainder of the

forms had the answer to that question redacted so determining if the answer is 0 or 30 is not

possible.

5. 4 forms have no signature and another 4 appear to be duplicates.

My comments probably appear inconclusive but this highlights the lack of transparency in this process.

Unless councillors are given un-redacted information, or a staff report prepared from un-redacted

information, and such information is rigorously reviewed, how can mayor and council rely on what they

are being told? The reliability of Survey 1, that had a far greater level of detail and could be analysed,

should provide the answer.

Respectfully s iited,

Michael Cheevers

s. 22(1)



Tantalus Gardens Survey 2 Attachment 1 

Forms showing a West Vancouver address 

as numbered by the municipality on B - 11S to the October 8 agenda 

679 875 

680 882 

685 888 

701 890 

716 892 

717 933 

728 963 

732 978 

736 979 

738 987 

745 988 

748 1006 

752 1007 

756 1012 

760 1013 

766 1014 

768 1017 

772 1019 

780 1025 

781 1044 

798 1051 

799 1062 

802 1075 

846 1076 

847 1080 

856 1081 

864 1093 

874 1103 

Total S6 - out of 433 submitted 

Lions Bay addresses - forms 863 and 866 
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loio .?O—fl-oo IFrom:
Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2019 9:04 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Rezoning meeting on October 8th

Dear Mayor and Council,

Unfortunately, I will not be available to attend the October 8th meeting regarding a zoning
amendment to allow the Tantalus Project to go ahead with construction of much needed homes
for the Horseshoe Bay area. This is why I am sending this message to voice my concern.

I wish to bring your attention to a meeting that I was invited to attend at home
about the Roundabout proposal.
A document based on convenient untruths was handed out.

On further study, I noticed that the presentation was based on wishful thinking about the
Roundabout feasibility and erroneous facts about the Tantalus Project.

It is obvious that the goal of this last minute consultation is to obstruct the rezoning in order
to prevent the Tantalus Project from moving forward.

The Roundabout proposal is pure speculation on the sustainability of a community project in a
building that needs to be torn down before it falls down.
The integrity of the building has never been confirmed.

Furthermore, West Vancouver residents are well served in community/activity centres.
However, what they lack and need are homes near their place of work, where they can raise a
family, where they can retire, close to public transportation, schools, amenities and services.

Should the rezoning be denied, it will only succeed to delay the construction of much needed
housing in this area.

I hope you will vote to allow the zoning to go through and give the green light to the Tantalus
Project without further delay.

West Vancouver BC
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lo/O- ) -t’7- co IFrom:
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 10:58 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Thntulus Gardens Proposal

Dear Mayor and Council:

I am emailing you to reiterate my SUPPORT for Tantalus Gardens and to voice my concerns about the abuse of
the West Vancouver Police Department’s Block Watch program to distribute false and misleading information
about the project, a form of housing that we supported when the Official Community Plan was adopted back in
June 2018. I do not condone the use of my taxpaying dollars to be used for the distribution of any such
material. It is absolutely unacceptable. This one act alone by the West Vancouver Police Department
facilitated the distribution of propaganda and ultimately enabled the cyber bullying of a group that has put
forward a housing application that is exactly what we supported in the Official Community Plan. We need to
start to address our housing crisis now more than ever or we will never be a sustainable community. Doing
what we did before simply isn’t working.

It is extremely worrisome, the level that some people go to, to undermine what we as West Vancouver citizens
voted in favour of when we support the Official Community Plan and our elected officials. Tantalus Gardens is
a good proposal and will provide new housing options in West Vancouver and Horseshoe Bay - something that
is sorely needed!

And beside St. Monica’s is an eye sore!

Sincerely,

West Vancouver
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LOtFrom:
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 8:18 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Support for Tantalus Gardens

Madam Mayor and Councillors,

I would like to again express my support for the Tantalus Gardens project which is just up the street from where we live
at .

My wife and
mete steps ftom the old St Monica’s church.

We love being in the area and after seeing what Tantalus is proposing, find that it nicely fits with our sense of our
neighbourhood.
The area is nicely off the beaten tract, quiet, yet has quick access to many services both in Horseshoe Bay and Caulfield.
The Glen Eagles Community Centre is a gem and between that at the golf course clubhouse, has always provided us with
many opportunities for gathering and meeting folks.
I don’t buy the argument that another gathering place is needed.

I have to respectfully disagree with a small number of neighbours who feel that Tantalus is a terrible proposal and I am
increasingly bothered by the overt and often erroneous pressure that has recently come our way.
I didn’t realize that the Block Watch process was in essence highjacked to distribute some negative material, and I agree
that this is an inappropriate use of community funds.

You as a council know the OCP much better than I but it doers appear as if Tantalus has a place here in our area.

I live in the area affected and we support the project, and trust you will give it fair consideration.

Unfortunately we are unable to attend the council meeting but the project has our full support.

Thank you,
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From: i010
Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 10:32 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens

HeLLo,

Before the Local Area Plan for Horseshoe Bay is 5O7c complete, DWVs Council is considering the Tantalus
project that involves 3 residential sized lots being rezoned for 14 units.

The community of Horseshoe Bay is known for its quaint village-like atmosphere, almost a small town within the District of
West Vancouver. Many residents of Horseshoe Bay are not confident that the proposed TANTALUS GARDENS project is
fitting for the community and almost all are opposed to tearing down their beloved St. Monica’s Church to make room for
the development.

Local Area Plan is not complete for Horseshoe Bay. If Mayor and Council feel they can supersede Local Area Plans,
then why have them at all? This housing is not going to be affordable to the “missing middle’ that Mayor Booth keeps
speaking of. It does not fit into the character of the neighbourhood and the destruction of St. Monica’s Church means less
community meeting space.

Over 7,226 people have signed a PETITION to ask this project to be halted until more information is obtained and an
unbiased survey is complete. Door-to-door survey last Saturday of 98 neighbours who completed a form: 86% opposed
to Tantalus Gardens, 72% opposed to rezoning; 72% in favour of waiting for LAP completion, 88% want to hear about
alternatives.

I would like to ask why DWV is not levying a Community Amenity Contribution that usually applies to re-zoning.

Best regards,

w’f ga1/)e
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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)OfQ.
From:
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 4:02 PM
To: Craig Cameron; Mary-Ann Booth; MayorandCouncil; Marcus Wong; Sharon Thompson;

Bill Soprovich; Peter Lambur
Subject: Tantalus Garden development

Dear West Vancouver council members,

I’m a Horseshoe Bay resident and lately I hear a lot of discussions about this proposed Tantalus Garden
development from the neighborhood. I realize Tuesday, October 8 is a critical date for the council members to
vote on the project and would like to express my view.

I personally favor densification as Vancouver has became extremely un-affordable for young people. However,
I don’t believe Tantalus Garden is the right solution. The people who profit the most are the developers (not
the community, not the potential purchasers, not any young people).

Please vote no tonight and engage with the community on how to make the best use out of this precious lot.

thank you for your consideration,
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I
From: Lisa Berg
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 4:07 PM
To:
Cc: MayorandCouncil; Marcus Wong; Sharon Thompson; Bill Soprovich; Peter Lambur; Craig

Cameron; Mary-Ann Booth; Jim Bailey; Michelle McGuire
Subject: RE: Tantalus Gardens Concerns and Questions.

Dear

Thank you for your emails. The purpose of the Public Hearing is for Council to hear from those who have deemed an
interest in the proposed bylaw. After the close of the public hearing, Council cannot receive any further submissions.
Amendments to the proposal could not change land use or increase density. Design changes could be considered.

The Design Review Committee (a committee impartial design professionals) reviewed the proposal, including the
parkade and landscaping. lithe project is approved and if there are issues with the parkade, the applicant would need to
adjust the plans during the building permit and those plans would need to be stamped by a professional engineer. The
proposed density is 0.65 FAR and the proposed setbacks are found within the proposed CD zone, which is based on the
proposal. Under existing PA2 zone, one single family dwelling is permitted on a portion of the site. The Council would
not need to amend the OCP or zoning bylaw as this is an existing permitted land use. Only a building permit would be
requited. Boulevard trees around the site were found to be in poor to fair condition, or invasive. Conditions are included
within the proposed development permit to requite tree retention along the northern property line, in addition to tree
replacement. Removal of any shared trees along neighbouring property lines would require the neighbour’s approval.
The Building Bylaw requires geotechnical reports at building permit.

The OCP does not require that the proposal include provision for “affordable housing.” Policy 2.1.6 states:

Prioritize community use and/or housing objectives when considering redevelopment proposals of institutional, public
assembly or community use sites District wide that provide an existing community or public use function (such as places
of worship) by:

a. Providing floor area exemptions to support the continuation, adaptation, expansion or replacement of
community use; and

b. Considering residential uses that are compatible with the community use and that respond to neighbourhood
context and character.

The District is unable to provide the requested CAC analysis as it contains confidential information. However, I can
advise that the District negotiates CACs using a well-established evaluation criteria and standard valuation techniques.
The key steps involved are the District’s review of the applicant’s pro forma (the financial analysis of the development
proposal), including the estimated sales revenue and development costs. The value of the site under existing zoning is
then determined and the estimation of the property value increase after rezoning (land lift) is determined. A CAC value
is then typically based on the percentage of increase in the property value due to the rezoning. In this circumstance, it
was concluded that there was not a CAC payable based on land lift. Despite this, the applicant has offered a $100,000
contribution.

The staff report that Council received at its September 9, 2019 meeting provided an overview on the Local Area Plan in
context of this proposal. It is available online. The proposed rezoning bylaw and development permit sets out
regulations and conditions so that the proposal would be built as per the proposed plans, regardless of ownership.

Council will begin the public hearing at 7 p.m. on October 8, 2019 you may attend to let your views be known and/or
submit written comments as part of the public record.
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Kind regards,

Lisa Berg MCIP RPP
Senior Community Planner District of West Vancouver
604-925-7237 I westvancouver.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email.

From:
Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 9:32 AM
To: Lisa Berg <lberg@westvancouver.ca>; MayorandCouncil <MayorandCouncil@westvancouver.ca>; Marcus
Wong <mwong@westvancouver.ca>; Sharon Thompson <sthompson@westvancouver.ca>; Bill Soprovich
<bsoprovich@westvancouver.ca>; Peter Lambur <plambur@westvancouver.ca>; Craig Cameron
<ccameron@westvancouver.ca>; Mary-Ann Booth <mbooth@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: Tantalus Gardens Concerns and Questions.

October 7th 2019

Hi Lisa,

I sent a version of this to you on the weekend with respect to Tantalus Gardens
but then had a few more questions/comments. My apologies in advance if I dont
have the terminology correct.

Can you please clarify what council is being asked to support or turn
down on October 8th? Specific plans show an underground parkade with 14
homes and a particular design. If that cannot be built as designed, does that
mean the developer can resubmit something else? If the developer needs to
resubmit, would that submission be part of this application or would they
need to start from the beginning again?

Independent third-party review has determined that the parkade as
proposed/designed is 9’5” on one end and 6-3’ on the other (problem with
declining and insufficient overhead room). This is the total height (inclusive
of piping and infrastructure) so the head-room is even less. Furthermore, it
appears that if the proponent wants to do more excavation to possibly
address this, that the 12% slope entering the parkade (from Roseberry)
would be unable to reach the floor? Do your calculations confirm this or do
you have something different? If you have something different, can you
please provide your calculation.

The applicant has explained in various public meetings and documents
that the FAR/Density is in the .33/.35 range. Eased on West Vancouver
published calculations, is this accurate or inaccurate?

What are the standard setbacks for a project like this in the WV
municipality? What setbacks are being applied in this specific project (both
above ground and the parkade). How was this determination made? One
example, the 1’ setback on Roseberry compared to 30’

s. 22(1)



• If this project moves forward, how many variances do you anticipate
needing to provide after the fact to “shoe-horn” this in? What are the
specific variances you will need to grant? Will any variances need to be
granted or are you creating bylaws and rules specific to this site that will not
be subject to the LAP and will be unique to this property?

• If the applicant is LiQ successful in moving forward, I understand what
they can do on the 2 single-family lots. From your perspective can they build
one or two homes on the other two lots (currently St. Monica’s church)?
Would this require an OCP amendment?

• Given other developments in West Vancouver (Park Royal towers, Onni
with Evelyn and now BP at Cypress) have all come back to M&C after the
fact seeking more density (after public process), what assurity/comfort can
the public have that this will not be the case with TG?

• The drawings as proposed have 2.5 feet of clearance for planting. This
means that no trees will be able to be planted on the site given the rooting
system or lack of one. Has your landscaping department considered the
implications of this relative to the proposed landscaping plan (different than
the leafy forest the public was shown)

• What consideration is being made for District Trees on site that are
healthy and very large given the current tree bylaw status? Has a
compensation model been created for the neighboring private property trees
that will be impacted? Have conversation been had with them should this go
forward?

• While I appreciate that a Geotechnical report is not required at this time
(developer risk), a report would cost somewhere in the neighborhood of
$5,000. Why would a developer not spend 5k to commission one for a $25M
project? This would simply be prudent and help ease neighborhood tensions
cost-effectively. It is even more concerning that the applicant claims the site
makeup is simply “sand and silt” but we know otherwise and so does the
developer. The applicant/developer, in fact, commissioned a large digger
which was onsite last week (I have the various photos where at 4-5 feet
depth the bucket of the machine was bouncing off the immense volume of
rock.)

Has a blasting calculation been completed and verified by a third party?
How much blasting will be required? How long will this blasting go on for in
our neighborhood? What limits are in place for the amount of material that
can be removed from this site? What is the calculation?

The developer claims to have more than 500 letters of support from his
“walk the streets” campaign. When one analyses the redacted documents,
all “West Vancouver” letters are identified. The West Vancouver letters (not
necessarily specific to our community) number approximately 40 (less than
10%) in favor of TG. Those of us that are opposing this development as it



stands, have 400+ people from West Vancouver (1200+ in total) that
signed a petition opposing this project and 182 families (also in
writing) within 600 meters of the site that are also in opposition.
This opposition data has already been provided to M&C. What gravitas is
being applied in this case where there is clearly very conflicting data and
results? How can this project be approved when there are very real and very
large community concerns?

The OCP references that any PA land rezoning should consider
affordable housing? How is the TG proposal consistent with this? The
developer has claimed in his presentation material (can provide if necessary)
that the average home in our area is $3M++ in order to justify his “missing
middle” argument. This is simply laughable and false. On one hand he is
trying to justify 1.5M++ as approachable, attainable, achievable, affordable
etc. by using this misrepresented data (waterfront homes and estates all
North of $5m) and addressing one OCP point. He should be using the mean
value if he wants his position to be treated seriously. If one does that and
excludes the waterfront homes and large parcels he is using, the number is
significantly different. On that basis, the mean value is sub $1.4M and there
is plenty of choice. The “missing-middle” is not missing in our
community. This information was presented by Rob Alexander (local
realtor) in the May council meeting.

How exactly was the CAC calculation done as part of the consideration
for this project? How much is the developer being asked to contribute in
CAC5? How does that compare to other developments in Horseshoe Bay and
West Vancouver in general? How do these CACs compare to what was paid
for the duplexes that are currently underway in Horseshoe Bay? I
understand the CACS for TG were calculated by a third party and a report
was produced. Can I please get a copy of the report prior to the public
hearing on October 8th, 2019?

From a planning department perspective, what specific rationale was
applied to determine the consideration for TG at the end of LAP phase 1
rather than the end of the LAP process? I ask this question for many
reasons. Of note though is that in the Park Royal area plan and Ambleside
area plan, this unique process (advancing after phase 1 of an LAP) did not
aprly. In those 4 cases the LAP process either did not exist and came in
after the fact or did exist at the time of developer applications. ALL 4
applicants were made to wait until the end of the LAP process — one for
multiple years. What makes TG so unique and special? lithe proponent is
successful in avoiding the LAP process, what is the point of the process? Why
should our community spend any more time on the process?

In closing, what is in place (if anything) to prevent QUMA/Peter from simply
getting approval and flipping this property once he gets his value bump on
Tuesday? The developer has not provided any detailed drawings (how exactly are
the proposed elevators working? How will the parkade work?) and many
unanswered questions remain late in the game. (design errors, site challenges,



misrepresented density, misleading claims to support his missing middle
argument, dubious charrettes, etc.) will this site as proposed become a political
nightmare when all these unknowns come home to roost?

I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

s. 22(1)



10/0 2- lcx/From:
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2079 4:54 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens

October 2019

Dear Mayor and Council,

I am writing to you to express some concerns I have around the proposed development Tantalus Gardens.

I am not opposed to development but I have looked at the material and I am left with questions.

How will the construction of an underground patkade impact neighboring dwellings?

Is this housing truly affordable if it is to be sold at market-value? I feel as though it will not be

What will the impact be on the neighborhood, in terms of traffic and noise, during construction? I feel as a
long time resident we already have too many proposed changes to Horseshoebay all at once and the traffic
and construction is already busy enough.

Is this what the community wants? I don’t feel like the community will be benefiting from this development at
any capacity.
Will there be any community space kept as part of the design? It does not appear so from the plans.

I would like to see something positive become of the four lots in question, however I would like to see Quma
adjust the scale of the development, I am not in favour of the underground parking lot and I would like to
retain space for community and community gatherings.

Until adjustments have been made to the proposal I cannot support it. Thank you for your time.

West Vancouver

BC
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‘OiO
From:
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 5:33 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Tantalus Gardens

Dear Mayor and Council,

I’m not sure I can make the meeting tonight so I wanted to go on record (again), that I am opposed to the rezoning of
these properties for the following reasons:

1. I don’t think council should rule on this before the Local Area Planning is done - to do so negates the value of our
community input
2. I don’t think it is in our community’s interest to give up the communal space which benefits us all for the benefit of an
individual
3. I don’t want undergound parking. (nor am I keen to live through the blasting required to build it -

and since we have a large rock base, I would be quite surprised if it didn’t extend to these properties.)
4. Increased traffic, loss of public parking which some local property owners require in some weather conditions, risk of
creating more of a bottleneck not just at the immediate round-about, but also by the elementary school, more congestion
before we even know the full effects of the Sewell property development
5. Risk to the tree roots of the 3 large trees that are on our shared property line
6. More density than fits the neighbourhood

For the record, every neighbour I’ve spoken to, and at all the community meetings, hundreds of us were opposed to the
project as presented, so council report that only 2 letters of opposition were received seems quite unbelievable.

Anyways, this is my third letter expressing my concerns, I feel quite outspoken for me!

Kind regards, and appreciation for your hard work on behalf of our community,

West Vancouver
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Madame Mayor & Council, 

My name is 

I live 

I am opposed to the Tantalus Gardens development because I don't 

believe it is the best & highest use of this land and I ask that you say "no" 

tonight. 

However, if after all of this, you choose to say "Yes" to Tantalus Gardens, 

I want to formally request the following on behalf of the community: 

1. A covenant be put on the St. Monica's Church building that ensures

that it will remain safe and standing until such a time as the project,

as currently proposed, is proven possible. This "proof" includes

Geotech reports made available to the public, engineering reports

on the viability of the parking lot including mapping out space for 21

cars, 14 storage lockers, 21 electrical plug-in units and 7 elevator

shafts, and specific & detailed architectural drawings of the site and

surrounding neighborhood.

2. Piggybacking on that, IF Tantalus Gardens is not able to be moved

forward AS currently proposed. Peter Nilsson, Quma, the developer

or owner of the land (if sold), be subject to returning to a part of this

process that includes a public hearing or public feedback. Not just

variance, variance, variance - but a meaningful engagement around

a new plan.

3. An encouragement that, if you give a 'yes', that 'yes' be contingent

on waiting until the LAP for Horseshoe Bay is complete and that the

developer be asked to engage in that process and comply with the

results.

4. Finally, if the developer is given permission to move forward with

Tantalus Gardens, and public assembly space is lost to residential

zoning forever, the developer be made to pay for the rezoning in the

form of CACs at a transparent rate, comparable to other

developments in the District. We ask that this amount be NO LESS

than $800,000.00 and that the community have a say in how the

CACs collected are allocated.
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From:
Sent: Monday, September23, 2019 12:13 PM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc: Mark Panneton
Subject: Election Sign Restriction Proposal

Your Worship,
Mr. Panneton’s two reports provide a comprehensive overview of the

background and the criteria set out in the relevant prior resolutions, but lack detail on
the number of actual resident complaints lodged with Bylaws and the number of valid
resident complaints for which Bylaws enforced the existing election sign bylaws.

The criteria set by council in its earlier resolutions, namely, impacts on economic,
environmental and aesthetic matters directly affecting the municipality, was only
partially and weakly addressed in Mr. Panneton’s reports.

The economic impact is clearly related to the amount spent by candidates on signage
and the time to erect and remove signs (the majority of such work being undertaken by
volunteers). On the spending of money for election materials and paid labour, the
government realizes a positive taxation revenue benefit that would otherwise not have
been realized if a prohibition on election signs were in place (cf., Councillor Cameron’s
remarks at council in favour of no election signs).

On the environmental aspects, unpainted wood is recycleable and compostable (cf.,
North Shore Recycling and DWV’s green waste bylaws). Plastics are recycleable if the
plastic is designated as recycleable (cf., North Shore Recycling). Paper and paperboard
are recycleable and compostable. Steel wire rods used for sign supports in some signage
are recycleable. The environmental impacts are likely de minim/s (negligible).

As for aesthetic issues, whoever raised this concern succeeded in dragging a red herring
through the council chamber--elections are disruptive, of short duration in the lead-up to
the election, and whatever signage survives the usual electioneering usage (vandalism)
is quickly picked up and properly disposed of, and as quickly forgotten (if it isn’t the
municipal government holds the candidate’s deposit as liquidated damages and applies
those monies to defray the cost of remedial action--i.e., clean-up). The signs themselves
are usually well-designed, have appealing colour combinations meant to attract the
viewers’ attention, and provide a message that is relevant to the moment. Some of our
so-called public art is worse on one or more of those dimensions.

Of the three options put forward, Mr. Panneton’s recommendation that council vote for
Option C, the most extreme of the three options, was the one that could be anticipated
to meet the greatest opposition. That you chose to speak against it rather than support
it was telling, and fully in keeping with your values and the norms of our pluralistic
community.
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Option A was the least restrictive and would probably have garnered a majority. It was
reasonable, not overly restrictive, and did not propose to limit signage locations in the
extreme way that Option C proposed. Option B was more restrictive and therefore
inferior to A, but preferrable to C.

As a final note, I will observe that the earlier resolutions spoke to requesting municipal
staff to prepare options for council’s consideration and approval (at council’s sole
discretion). I was not able to discern in either of Mr Panneton’s two earlier reports, or
council’s earlier resolutions, any direction to staff to prepare anything other than options
for council’s consideration. I mention this specifically because I cannot find any support
in the record presented by Mr Panneton in his report for Councillor Gambiolli’s
admonition of council for defeat of Option C when the motion was called.

Options for consideration are merely that, and nothing more. If staff chooses to expend
an excessive amount of time on preparing reports, engaging in intramural staff
meetings, etc., and council finds that those expenditures of time and effort are wasteful,
then council is fully within its rights to direct the chief administrative officer to tighten up
supervision of staff time expenditures, etc.

In hindsight, it is clear that the time to devise the details around Option C were more
time-consuming than the time expended on developing Options A and B. With a little
thought, senior staff might have spent less time on it, but as it was, the detail was both
useful and illuminating for council and the residents of the municipality and thus it
cannot be thought, as apparently Councillor Gambiolli thought, to have been time and
effort wasted. Instead, the detail developed on Option C proved to be informative and
useful. Mr Panneton and municipal staff are to be voted a debt of gratitude for having
undertaken such a comprehensive effort at due diligence. This is how it should be. If
the decision by council disappoints some, it cannot be said that staff did not provide an
appropriate level of information for council to make an informed decision.

, West Vancouver, BCs. 22(1)
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Fro 

Casey Grundy on behalf of MayorandCouncil 
Monday, October 7, 2019 10:26 AM 
Casey Grundy 
FW: Oct. 7 council mtg./4175 Burkehill variance app. 
council act 2019.docx; A TT00001.htm 

Sent: Friday, October 4, 2019 10:55 AM 

Subject: Oct. 7 council mtg./4175 Burkehill variance app. 

Ms Michelle McGuire, 

Planning and Development Services, 

District of West Vancouver, 

750 17 St., West Vancouver, V7V 3T3 

JO 10 ~ zo -1 &---oSV 

re: 4175 Burkehill Place, development plans. to be presented at W.V. City Council, Oct. 7, 2019 

Dear Ms McGuire, 

My wife and I would like this letter to be put before Council. at their meeting to consider variances on 
development plan for-+ 175 Burkehill Place. 

The proposed development seeks several variances to West Vancouver building res trictions. We have two main 
issues with the request. 

Firstly, that "hardship" is claimed as the rationale when the owners must have been aware of zoning regulations 
at the time of purchase. We would understand a claim of hardship if regulations had changed during a 
homeowner's tenancy, but that is not the present case. · 

(6)(a)
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Secondly, that zoning regulations arc meant to preserve the character neighbourhood..;, and to protect neighbours 
against ·interference \.Vith existing u:-cs or their property. The scale of propo:-ed variances \.\.Ould create a 
precedent for over..,i1.ed buildings that encroach on setback:- between houses, and to\vard a narrow cul-de-sac 
that has extremely limited parking. The character anJ aesthetics of a neighbourhood of rca:-onably :-i1cd home~, 
set in fine gardens and green space, with privacy and \icw..,, would be degraded. 

My wire and l urge you reject gratuitous Yariance-;. and to require development at 4175 Burkehill Place to work. 
within the reasonable building codes. 

Sincerely, 



Ms Michelle McGuire, 
Planning and Development Services, 
District of West Vancouver, 
750 17 St., West Vancouver, V7V 3T3 

re: 4175 Burkehill Place, development plans 

Dear Ms McGuire, 

. A proposed development at 4175 Burkehill Place seeks several variances to West 
Vancouver building restrictions. 

My wife and I have two main issues with the request. 

Firstly, that "hardship" is claimed as the rationale when the owners must have been 
aware of zoning regulations at the time of purchase. We would understand a claim 
of hardship if regulations had changed during a homeowner's tenancy, but that is 
not the present case. 

Secondly, that zoning regulations are meant to preserve the character 
neighbourhoods, and to protect neighbours against interference with existing uses 
of their property. The scale of proposed variances would create a precedent for 
oversized buildings that encroach on setbacks between houses, and toward a 
narrow cul-de-sac that has extremely limited parking. The character and aesthetics 
of a neighbourhood of reasonably sized homes, set in fine gardens and green space, 
with privacy and views, would be degraded. 

My wife and I urge you reject gratuitous variances, and to require development at 
4175 Burkehill Place to work within the reasonable building codes. 

Sincerely, 
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1Ii2O1 Gmail -4i75 Bwk&iiR Place - Ffle*18-050

I’1 GrnaiI

4175 Burkehill Place - File#18-050

Mon, Oct 29, 2018 at 8:52 PM
Draft To: mmaddatu@westvancouver.ca

Dear Marie Maddatu,

I live in , where the owners are seeking certain
variances. My home is at , and I

The architect brought the proposed plans around to several of us a few months ago, and she is well
aware of the strenuous objections we have to the proposed building and variances sought.

As I understand, the dwetting is to be a one month vacation home only for a
, not a permanent home or residence. The plans provice for 3 guest ensufte bedrooms in

addition to the Nany’s bedroom and 2 offices. Which would indicate a number of people during that
holiday stay? Which leads to further concerns about parking.

Visually, the dwelling proposed is a disaster for this charming, friendly well treed cul de sac, totally
out of keeping with this neighborhood. It looks like an over-size metal industrial building, with metal
on three sides, no windows overlooking the street, not part of the neighborhood, where we all keep
an eye out for one another, and take our neighborhood watch duties seriously. The design is alien to
the character and gentleness of the neighborhood.

To say the building is over-size for the lot is an understatementAnd for the area. It will tower over
the houses on either side. And will block their views and light. The design screams Hget out, stay
away, don’t intrude”.

The architect points to a large home being constructed further up the cul de sac. But it is being built
well back from the wad, with plenty of space for building materials and construction vehides.The lot
is large and does not slope into the canyon as the lot in question does.

The tack of respect the owners and their design show for the neighborhood is disturbing.

4175 is at the end of the cut de sac, the narrowest part, where all vehicles must go to turn around to
then exit the road. The very limited apron or parking space between the street and the proposed
wall of doors seating off the house leads to concerns about undue congestion of traffic.

We have been advised that when the family is in residence, there will be 4 cars, 2 in.the garage and
2 in that narrow strip adjacent to the road. Where there is a real danger of protrusion into the
street To say noting of the chaos during the building process.

When I voiced my concerns on the impact of traffic trying to turn around at that narrowest part of the
end of the cut de sac, the architect in a spirited response said that the traffic configuration of the cut
de sac must be changed, so that workers” vehicles would no longer be permitted into the entire cul
de sac! That they would have to leave their vehicles on Ripple Road!

hffrlln,iI nnna,I. ,Th)fl,O22oP)f ..2A.. coC4 146930253&dsqt=1&simp1%23msg-a... 112
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1OI29/2O18 GmaiI -4175 Burkehi Place - Fde#18-050

We’have not experienced any parking or turning difficulties with , but these variances will
have a much greater traffic and parking effect than acknowledged or dealt with to date.

We have all tried to follow the rules when building or renovating. That is part of being a good
neighbor. To allow such variances would only encourage others to forget about the footprint, cry
hardship and buiki another monster house where a pleasant and roomy Lewis- designed home
stood.

The home has been The owner has come over for a few days
this spring ( ) as she likes to pay her taxes in cash. They also spend a few days in
the winter apparently.

The variances, if accepted, would say to the owners, and others, you have the right to change the
neighborhood, redraw the present traffic and parking conditions by imposing new restrictions to
accommodate this over-size ugly metal building.

fl46930253Sdsqt=1&’rvj=%23msg-a... 212
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Table Matters <nstablematters@gmail.com>
Friday, October 4, 2019 8:04 PM
MayorandCouncil
Table Matters News

Homelessness Action Week (HAW) is an annual event that raises

public a’varenes of the issues of homelessness in our

community. It also connects those who are homeless and at-risk to

local resources and services and engages the community to

support the development of community-led solutions to

homelessness.

On the North Shore, HAW is coordinated by the North Shore

Homelessness Task Force in partnership with Vancouver Coastal

Health, local mLlnicipalitles, and many community organizations and

Food Issues and the
Federal Election

Eat Think Vote brings

together community

members across Canada to

chat with their federal

candidates about food

insecurity and other food

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

OO5-Oj

View this email in your browser

7,.

Infusing food into community dialogue, policy and

life on the North Shore

-- #infusingfoodNS

Homelessness Action Week

October 13 - 19, 2019

(7)



churches issues that matter to them.

Everyone is invited to get involved throLigh volunteering or

attending community events.

Schedu’e of events

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9

Thanksgiving Lunch at the Salvation Army

12:00 PM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15

Community Dinner

North Lonsdale United Church

5:30PM (Please RSVP!)

P/ease RSVP for the dinner by ceiling Phone. 604.9,551011 by Friday. October

5. you may /eaLe a message ‘nth your name and phone numberi

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17

North Shore Connect Day

John Braithwaite Community Centre

9:00AM — 2:00PM

Ltinch, medical services, fcot care, community suopod resources, harcuts.

meals and more - a//in one Iocat,on, on one day.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17

Free Community Meal/Drop-In

St. Andrew’s United Church

The following events are free and everyone is invited:

• 9 am to noon: Drop-in Program in the Rainbow Room.

Stop by with your friends to chat over a coffee and goodies

• 10 am to noon: Bread Ministry in the Friendship Room.

Stop by to pick up bread and goodies from Cobs’ Bread.

• Noon to 1 pm: Free Community Lunch in the Friendship

Room (Homemade soup, sandwiches, dessert, coffee/tea)

Want to learn more about HAW or the work of the Task Force?

Please visit their websito.

The Vancouver Foodbank is

hosting an Eat Think Vote

event on Thursday. October

10th from 4PM — 5:30

PM at their new main

location in Burnaby. at 8345

Winston Street.

Federal candidates from

throughout the Lower

Mainland have been invited

to participate, and we have

been advised two North

Shore candidates will be in

attendance.

Click here for more

information.

EAT
VOTE

Talking about North

Shore food issues on

social media?

Don’t forget to use

#infusingfoodNs

so we all hear about it!



The North Shore Table Matters Network is supported with flintheg

from the community Food Action In/t/atrve through Vancoci vet

coastal Health and the North Shore Neighbourhood House provides

a home for us.

Vancouver -

(astaHeaLth North Shore
Neighbourhood
House

Our mailing address is:

Table Matters Netsork

3625 Banff Court

North Vancouver, Bntpsh Columbia V7H 2Z8

Canada

Add us to your address book

unsuhschbe from this list update siibscnption preferences

Copyright b 2019 Table Matters Network, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this emal because you opted n at our wehste or at :1 Table Matters evènh



From: Tracey Saxby <tracey@myseatosky.org> 0
Sent: Saturday, October 5, 2019 11:33 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Reviewable Projects Regulation
Attachments: 2019-10-07 MS2S to Minister Heyman + BC EAO re EA intentions paper FINAL.pdf; 2019

EA revitalization - intentions paper.pdf

Dear Mayor and Council,

Please find attached our review of the proposed Reviewable Projects Regulation (RPR) which sets out criteria for
determining which projects should be required to undergo an environmental assessment.

It is our view that the Intentions Paper weakens, rather than strengthens, existing environmental assessment
regulations. For example, under these new proposed thresholds, Woodfibre LNG would not trigger an environmental
assessment under the Greenhouse Gas emissions threshold, and FortisBC would not trigger an environmental
assessment under the Linear Disturbance threshold. This is completely unacceptable.

One of the goals of the environmental assessment revitalization process is to “Enhance public confidence by ensuring
impacted First Nations, local communities and governments and the broader public can meaningfully participate in all
stages of environmental assessment through a process that is robust, transparent, timely and predictable.”

The proposed changes fall far short of that goal, and it is our view that this Intentions Paper will further erode public
trust in the environmental assessment process and the BC Environmental Assessment Office.

This is truly shameful.

We have attached the Intentions Paper for your convenience, and suggest that the District of West Vancouver may also
wish to provide feedback on the proposed Reviewable Projects Regulation.

Sincerely,

Tracey Saxby
Executive Director
My Sea to Sky
Cell: +1 (604) 892-7501
Email: tracey@myseatosky.org
Web: http://myseatosky.org

We proudly acknowledge that we work in the traditional, unceded territories of the Coast Salish peoples, including the
xwmkaam (Musqueam), SL<wxw7mesh (Squamish), and SefIlwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.

(8)
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MY SEA TOSKY

Monday. 7th October, 2019

The Honorable George Heyman
Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy
Legislature Buildings
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4

Original sent via mail. Copied via email to ea.revitalization@gov.bc.ca

RE: Reviewable Projects Regulation
— Mv Sea to Sk’ ‘S comments and suggestions

Dear Minister Heyman.

We are respondin to the Province’s proposed approach to establishing which projects are subject to an
Envirotimental Assessment under BC’s new Em’ironmental Assessment Act, as set out in BC’s recent
Revkai’abte Projects Regulation Intentions Pciper (the “RPR Intentions Paper”).

In our view, the proposals in the current RPR Intentions Paper will only serve to weaken- not strengthen - the
way in which projects are subject to an environmental assessment (EA”). Perhaps that is reflective Of the
apparent bias in your RPR engagement process — of over 100 meetings, 50 were with Government agencies,
20 with Industry, bitt only 4 with eNGOs. While the new Act has introduced some welcome improvements to
the EA process — when applicable — without a stronger RPR we believe that you will be cinable to meet your
mandate to ensure that the public’s expectation of a strong. transparent assessment process is met. We urge
you to bring about a meaningful strengthening of the RPR in order to meet your government’s commitments.
and provide recommendations for doing so.

1. Current Distrust of the EA process

The lack of assessments for numerous projects of public concern that cause impacts and contribute to
ctirnulative effects has been a key reason for public distrLlst in our current EA regime. We have written to you
and your predecessors on this subject, and, based on our first-hand experience of the current process, have
made many suggestions for improvement. We are disappointed and concerned that these have not been
reflected in the current draft. Instead, it only serves to make bigger loopholes in the already-loose regulatory
net.

Regtilatory permitting processes are not an answer for these concerns, as such processes are frequently ill
eqtiipped to address cumulative effects, meaningfully engage the public in environmental decisions that affect
them, or regulate the projects. once approved. Our organization has emphasized to government that a key
aspect of rneaningtlil EA reform is to ensure that more EAs occur for activities that seriously impact
ecosystems and communities.t This is also reflected in the Province’s stimmary of public engagement on EA
revitalization, which states: ‘We heard from many commenters that more projects should require anEA (both

‘See e.g. Amnesty International et al., Achieving Sustainobility: A Vision for Next Generation Environmental Assessment in BC (May 2018),
online:

My Sea to Sky I P0 Box 266$, Squamish BC, V$B 0B8 I www.myseatosky.org Page I 1
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in type. and size).”2 Approximately 265 project proposals have entered the EA process since the first
Environmental Assessment Act vas passed.3 Almost all of these were approved by the EAO. some of them
after their construction was complete1.

The approach your Government proposes in the RPR Discussion Paper does not satisfy these calls
because it would not require more EAs in practice.

Although BC proposes to introduce four new impact-based thresholds regarding emitting greenhocise gases
(GHGs”), clearing land, clearing linear corridors and overlapping with a prescribed protected area, which is
an approach that we stipport in principle, these proposed thresholds are designed in such a tvay that they will
not alter the status quo. Indeed. tve are not aware of a single existing activity on the land that would trigger an
EA based on these impact thresholds. which would not already require an EA under the current RPR. That is
hardly likely to increase public trust in the quality and integrity of the deeply-flawed EA process.

The lack of assessments for numerous projects of public concern that cause impacts and contribtite to
cumtilative effects has been a key reason for public distrust in our current EA regime. In our experience, the
quality of the current EA process is deeply flawed — to the point of being a predetermined exercise in approval
subject to some loosely-enforced proponent promises to be mindful of the extent of the environmental and
social damage.

Significant harm to public confidence in the EA regime has been caused by instances where a proponent has
effectively escaped an EA that is required on the face of the RPR by breaking its project into separate
applications, sometimes advanced at different times, with each artificially treated as an individual sub
thteshold project. Proponents have separated segments of a unitary project into pieces calculated to pass
beneath current EA thresholds — the current Woodflhre LNG project in otir region was separated into
liquefaction, pipeline and electricity supply components. despite the scib-component inter-dependency for a
functioning project. The upstream fracking, downstream shipping and climate change impacts were never
assessed in the EAs for any of these pieces.

Regulatory permitting processes are not an answer for these concerns, as such processes are frequently ill-
equipped to address cumulative effects or meaningfully engage the public in environmental decisions that
affect them. Many of our criticisms have emphasized that a key aspect of meaningful EA reform is to enscire
that more EAs occur for activities that stand to impact ecosystems and communities.5 This is also reflected in

2 British Columbia, EnvironmentalAssessment Revitalization; What We Heard Report, online:

revitalization/documents/what we heard report final.pdf at page 13.

Based on filtering the BC Environmental Assessment Office Project Information Centre for all projects except those listed as “Not Designated
Reviewable,” “Certificate Not Required” or “Pre-EA Act Approval.”

https://thenarwhal.ca/b-c-grants-fracking-company-free-pass-to-build-illegal-dams/

See e.g. Amnesty International et al., Achieving Sustainability: A Vision for Next Generation Environmental Assessment in BC (May 2018),
online:

My Sea to Sky I P0 Box 2668, Squamish BC, V8B 0B8 I www.myseatosky.org Page I 2
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the Province’s summary of pciblic engagement on EA revitalization, which states: “We heard from many
commenters that more projects should require an EA (both in type. and size).”6

The approach proposed in the RPR Discussion Paper does not satisfy these calls because, in practice, it would
require fewer EAs, not more. We therefore question the Government’s commitment to a more rigorocts and
trustworthy EA process.

Although BC proposes to introduce four new impact-based thresholds regarding emitting greenhouse gases

(“GHGs”), clearing land, clearing linear corridors and overlapping with a prescribed protected area, which is
an approach that we support in principle, these proposed thresholds are designed in such a way that they will
not alter the status quo. Indeed. we are not aware of a single existing activity on the land that would trigger an
EA based on these impact thresholds, which would not already require an EA under the current RPR. Based
on the available information, it appears that all seven case studies still tould not require an EA under the
changes proposed in the RPR Intentions Paper. BC’s proposals would do little to require more and better EAs
even where they are needed most.

Our criticisms and suggestions for this draft RPR report include:

2. Thresholds

The proposed thresholds will exclude many projects deserving of a thorough review. For example:

Employment: The employment threshold for reviewable status is 250+ employees. That threshold is
far too high, and has little /no relation to the environmental footprint of different projects. some of
which have a high degree of atitomation. others much less so. A 201$ study of employment in
Vancouver showed less than 0.5% of businesses having more than 200 employees7. A 2015 Statistics
Canada one8 for all Canada reported less than 0.9% of Canadian businesses with 200± employees.
Under the proposed threshold, of the local projects - Woodlibre LNG (1 00 employees). WesPac
Tilbury (a handful of employees), Roberts Bank-2. the YVR Jet Fuel depot or Burnco gravel mine (1 6
employees) would require an Environmental Assessment, despite their significant environmental
footprints on sensitive local ecologies and natural capital. The RPR is equally unclear whether the
employee threshold is for the construction phase, or the ongoing operation of all phases of the project-
we assume the latter. While this threshold would doubtlessly be greatly welcomed by proponents, such
omissions would evoke a highly negative public reaction and accusations of dereliction of public duty
by the BC Government.

Greenhouse Gas emissions: The annual emissions threshold of 382.000 tonnes of GHG is far too high.
100 projects that size would consume the province’s entire 2030 carbon budget. making the legislated
CleanBC target even more unlikely to be achieved. As shown below, this GHG threshold wocild require
EAs for only the 13 top point-source emitters in the province, representing less than 14% of BC’s —64
MTPA of total emissions. That threshold is far too high. Given that the Intergovernmental Panel on

British Columbia, EnvironmentalAssessment Revitalization: What We Heard Report, online:

revitalization/documents/what we heard report final.pdf at page 13.

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/1-3-economic-structure-businesssize-in-vancouver.pdf

8 https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/061.nsf/eng/h 03018.htrnl#toc-04

My Sea to Sky I P0 Box 2668, Squamish BC, V8B 0B8 I www.myseatosky.org Page I 3
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Climate Change has warned that we need to cut emissions in half by 2030. and achieve net zero by
2050, we suggest a threshold of 20,000 tonnes of annual C02e emissions is more realistic to ensure that
BC can achieve these targets. Further, we suggest that, as has been done with Federal EAs, the
emissions thresholds in the RPR include upstream and dotnstream emissions occurring within
Canada’sjurisdictional boundaries. for LNG projects, that would include supply pipeline and fracking
field emissions upstream and shipping emissions downstream. We cannot see any reference to that
provision in the current RPR draft.

sncc George
itimlit
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1225,808
932,883
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690.
658.
556.

Source

Kitimat 8.600,000 2

Suamish 880.000 3

1 https//clen*e.chan9e canadaca/facWy.en5sis/
2 t.NG CanadWs Innouncensent presents b chaIene to B,C clean 9rowth; https!/ensw penbma9/mada.r.lealeg.canada.d

Wsedt5,ra Luiad Naturit Gas (LNG) Protect: Revlew of Related Upstrwn Greenhouse Gas (Gr4G) Emiss,ens Estsna(as; https://wwwcaô.
acee.çc.cWOSOfdscunentsIpSQO6QItOSS47E.pdf

Applying a 20.000 tonne/y’ear GHG threshold to all projects tvotild be a balanced approach. While a
20.000 tonne threshold is lower than the recommendations made at the federal level.9 it is double BCs
legislated reporting threshold for GHG emissions (10,000 tonnes).’° furthermore, this threshold would
not unduly increase the number of EAs. Strengthening the GHG threshold is critical to the credibility
of BC’s revitalization of EA and the RPR, as well as ensuring that BC meets its climate targets.

See e.g. West Coast Environmental Law et al., A Regulatory and Implementation Frameworkfor the ImpactAssessmentAct (January 2019),

online:

10 Greenhouse Gas Emission Reporting Regulation, BC Reg 249/2015.

BC- Top 20 PoInt Sow’c GUG EmIssion. (2016)

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

nectra (Enbridge) -Transmission Mainlinc
o Tinto Alvin Inc - Rio Tinto Alcan Inc . British Columbia
ectra (Eabridge) - Fort Nelson Gas Plant
farge Canada Inc. . Richmond Cement Plant
high Hanson Materials Ltd.- Delta Plant
ectra (Enbñdge) - McMahon Cogea Plant

II

Source
Company fafty nan. Q!To

To.

2016 Chevron Canada Limited- Bumaby Refinery (Keep) Bumaby 506.
8 2016 ectia (Enbridge) - Fort Nelson North Processing Facility Cabin 1.akr 449,
9 2016 ectm tfnbndgc) - Pine RiverGas Punt PtOJ)OSed Peace River Distric 434,
) 2016 Teck Coal Limited - Fording RiverOperations RPR Elkkrd 434,

I 1016 Teck Metals Ltd.- Trail Operations Threshold Trail 423.566
12 2016 Teck Coal Limited. ElkviewOperations (382,000 t) 404. 7
13 2016 Teck Coal Limited -Greeahifls Operations Eikford 383.772
14 2016 TransCanada PipeLines Ltd. -TmnsCanada Pipeline, BC System Cranbmok 329.

5 2016 eck Coal Limited - Line Creek Operations Snarwood 1872
5 1016 ectm(Enbridgc).Galheting Fort St.John 178.

17 2016 inKlr Pulp Ltd. - Prince George Pulp and Paper and intercontinental Pulp Mills Prince George 178,61
18 2016 Teck Highland Valley Copper Partnership Logan Lake 176,37
19 2016 CityofVancouvcr.VancouvcrLandflhl Delta 175.17
20 2016 Spectra(Enbridgc)-McMahonGasPlant Taylor 174.99

Total- BC’s Top2O Emissions Point Sources 9,360,645

Total -2 LNG fadllidcs(LNG Canada: 8,600.000.Woodfibre LNG: 880000) 9,480,000
Total -SpectraIEubrldge gas faciNdes & pipeline 3.879,528

. . - -
LNG GHG Emisdiss (projected)

2025 LNG Canada
2024 WoodfibreLNG

My Sea to Sky I P0 Box 2668, Squamish BC, V8B 0B8 I www.myseatosky.org Page I 4
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• LNG energy storage: The RPR suggests a change for rev ietvable LNG (and LPG?) storage projects
from the current >3PJ (3xl0’ Joules, equivalent to 56,800 tonnes of LNG) to >136.000 m3 (98.532
tonnes) of LNG. We hasten to point out that this is a 73% increase — not a decrease- in the volume of
stored LNG exempted from an EA requirement. Allotving such an increase without an EA shows
insufficient concern for the safety of nearby communities. LNG in its natural gaseous form is a highly
flammable substance that, when spilled and ignited. burns at 1000°F and cannot be extinguished
without high-density foam suppressant — equipment not notrnally in the possession of local tire
departments. That volume of stored LNG is the thermal equivalent of several dozen Hiroshima-sized
nuclear bombs, which the industry’s own association recommends being kept far apart from human
populations and marine traffic. The insurance coverages of the yet-to-be-enacted HNS (Hazardous and
Noxious Substances) international protocol covering LNG are far weaker than their oil-spill
counterpart, and would in any case not apply to LNG spills from most foreign-flagged tankers. For
these and other safety reasons, we strongly suggest that all LNG and LPG storage projects be
reviewable, especially those for proponents with little/no demonstrated industry experience.

• Mining: The former (Liberal) BC government rewrote the threshold rules for mining in 2002. Since
then, metal mines producing less than 75,000 tonnes of ore a year have been exempt from review.
That is far too high. We suggest restoring the original threshold of 25.000 tonnes.

• Extraction of deep groundwater: P.1 7 of the RPR contains the statement: “We cire also proposing
that the extraction o/ deep groundwater. as defined in the Water Stistainahility Regtttation, b’ the oil
and gcts industry, not he a reviewable activity. “. We understand this to be a free pass on EAs for the
entire fracking industry and we are firmly opposed to the proposal. Firmer — not more lax — oversight
of that industry’s massive use and pollution of groundwater in Treaty 8 territory of N.E. British
Columbia has long been an issue with indigenous residents. Equally, the myopic oversight on this
activity provided by the BC Oil & Gas Commission has. rightfully in our view, drawn severe
criticism froi-n locals and environmentalists alike, and contributed greatly to the public’s distrust of
Government regtilation and enforcement of industry. Avoiding regulatory dtiplication by largely
eliminating it is not an acceptable solution-set.

• Land Clearing: The current proposal is to not mandate EAs for projects that require fewer than 600
hectares (1,483 acres, six square kilometres) of land to be cleared, or a “linear corridor” up to 60
kilometres in length. This linear disturbance represents a tripling of the current threshold of 20km and
the 1,483 acres represents a disturbance area 3km X 2km. This greatly-increased threshold would

• allow clearcutting and levelling of an area the size of Stanley Park without triggering a review based
on impacts. To improve on existing regulations, we suggest a reduction of the current 20km linear
corridor threshold to 10 km of linear disturbance, especially for fossil-fLiel pipelines and LNG plants.
We suggest 50 hectares of new land disturbance area be scibstituted for the egregious one proposed.

• Hydroelectric generation: Currently, all ruin-of-river (ROR) hydro projects tindergo a comprehensive
environmental assessment process’’. The RPR prpposes a weakened threshold of 50MW-plus for the
rated nameplate capacity. That would obviate the EA requirement for roughly half of the cctrrent 124

11 https://www.cleanenecgybc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/CEBC Run-of-River Fact Sheet.pdf
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EPA “run-of-river projects” operating in BC’2. As many of these operate in smaller and ecologically-
sensitive rivet courses, and most of them violate riparian area protections commonly afforded such
fish-bearing waters, such a high threshold for these projects seems to us to be excessive. The poor
environmental record 3 of some of these EPAs warrant much closer assessment, regulation and
enforcement that has been the case to date. We suggest leaving matters as they are with all run-of-river
hydro projects subject to a comprehensive environmental assessment.

• Electric Power corridors: The RPR proposes that EAs be required for the corridors ofll 500KVA
and lengthy 230KVA electricity transmission lines. We fully concur. As BC Hydro requires
clearcutting swaths of 64m and 32rn under such power lines, the visual effects of these are significant.
especially in prime tourist areas such as Howe Sound and the Whistler corridor. We do not think the
230K VA line EA review should be dependent on its length.

• Waste Disposal Projects: P. 18 of the RPR proposes that all major non-hazardous solid waste disposal
projects be subject to an EA process. We concur. Our concern, which relates to the FortisBC Eagle
Mountain pipeline project. is the definition of “major”. That project proposed. via a post-EA
amendment that skirted public inptlt or comment periods, a 4.3m.wide x 9km. long tunnel stretching
from the East side of the Squamish river to the Woodflbre site. The estimated spoil waste would be of
the order of 350.000 tonnes of rock, and the proponent has variotisly mused about disposal either on
land or at sea. We would regard this as major, but are in doubt whether the proposed RPR amendment
vould cover such a significant action and post-EA change. We suggest further clarification of this trial
RPR balloon and significant current loophole in the EA process. Any repeat of the Shatvnigan Lake
debacle would be avoided.

• Tourist Destination Resorts: P.20 of the RPR proposed a higher threshold of 2,000 beds before such
a resort development project triggered an EA. That is a doubling of the current 1.000-bed threshold.
We suggest that 2.000 beds is far too lax for a development of equivalent size to a small town. especially
in any environmentally-sensitive greenfield area. The Squarnish-Whistler corridor is especially
vulnerable to the impacts — environmental. socio-economic. transportation etc. - that may be
unaddressed as a result of such a relaxed standard. Please reduce the threshold to 500 new bed units.

• 15Y0 threshold margin: The draft proposes +1- 15% margins to the proposed thresholds. We see no
valid reason for this confusing fudge factor and suggest it be removed.

• Exemption: P.9 of the proposed RPR model shotvs an “Exemption” step. No further explanation is
offered for this, though we feel the justification and process for exempting a project which otherwise
would be reviewable should be clearly and publicly decided and the reasons communicated. This
latitude afforded the EAO will otherwise serve to diminish any public trust the RPR hopes to re-kindle.

• Threshold combinations: We strongly suggest that. in the event that a project comes under some
thresholds btit exceeds at least one, the proposed model and subsequent regulations firmly state that it
wilt be reviewable. We cannot find that stipulation anywhere in the proposed model.

12 List ofEP1spubflshed by BC Hydro- iIai I 2019. tittRc 1111 ii.bchibo cOin conIon! kiiii BC IItJio c’u!onicr
portal dociiiiieiiis it)! jEflcitc’ IikIL’I?c’nc/t’ni—poWc’r—prtk/ticc’is—culls—/or—ptnIor uic1c’pend1’nt—poWc’r—pichkc’is ipti—.StUlph—ILSI—Ui—

()PetUt!Ofl. tNll

13 https://open.Iibraryubcca/cIRcIe/collections/undergraduatcresearch/52966/items/1.0075590
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Missing thresholds: In this draft RPR. there is no consideration given to such important threshold
topics as cumulative effects, social and economic benefits to local communities and the Province.
independent professional reliance, adequate baseline assessments, the inclusion of local eNGO
representatives in Technical Working Groups and the integration of indigenous and non-indigenotis
EA processes. All of these topics deserve much greater attention if public trust is to be restored to the
EAO and the EA process. Especially egregious is the lack of reliable measures of the social and
economic benefits - and costs - of the project to local communities — even though such benefits are
much-lauded as the Government’s primary motivation for the project.

3. Regulations

Although not specifically referenced in the RPR paper, we have some further comments on the
inadequacies of the EA process and its regulations, and some suggestions that will be helpful in restoring
the tattered public confidence in the process.

• Categories: The RPR defines the applicable categories to include Industrial” projects. This category
will need a definition of what that includes — heavy industrial, light industrial, other indtistriat? Most
municipal zoning bylaws have these definitions - they appear to he absent from the EA’s RPR.

• Project splitting: In the proposed model, there are no safeguards prohibiting proponents from splitting
off project components to enable the totality to slip beneath thresholds which wotild otherwise make
them reviewable. There should be. If a project is dependent on another project to operate, as was the
case with the proposed Woodfihre LNG project. the FortisBC Eagle Mountain to Woodfibre pipeline,
and the associated BC Hydro upgrades, then these separate projects should be assessed as one project.

• Reviews and comment period duration: From first-hand experience, we suggest that public comment
periods in the EA be extended to allow time for NGOs and the pcihlic to review the often-voluminous
and repetitive technical documentation submitted by proponents and their paid environmental
professionals.

• EA term: The proposed extension - to 10 years — of the currently 5-year EA certificate term (lifetime)
is particularly offensive to those of us anticipating an improved EA process. To require local
communities to be held in suspense for up to 10 years while a proponent has a valid permit to proceed
is both punitive and unnecessary. Punitive because it inhibits proper community-level planning and
tinnecessary because 5 years is more than sufficient for any business-cycle effects on the project’s
economic viability to play out. Much can happen in 10 years — a cogent example being the rapid
deterioration in Squamish’s rental market conditions during and after the approval of Woodfibre LNG’s
EA certificate (an effect the EAO declared was “not significant” in its EA report to the Minister). We
suggest leaving the current 5-year lifetime in place. and greatly strengthening the process for any
renewal or extension.

• Integrated view of EA status: There is currently no readily-accessible and easy-to-ttnderstand way
for the public to ascertain the status of any EA process or project. There should be — not just for the EA
process, but also for the dtiration of the approved project.

• Integrated view of all projects in an area: There is currently no readily-accessible and easy-to-
understand way for the public to ascertain the status of various projects proposed or approved for a
region. There should be, as it is vital for a region (Howe Socind, Douglas Channel and the Salish Sea
around the mouth of the Fraser come to mind) needing to plan infrastructure and services to scistain
those projects. Of particular concern is that projects are assessed on their individual effect on local
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environments, and scant attention is paid to the cumulative (i.e.. aggregate) effects of multiple projects
in the same area! ecosystem.

• Professional Reliance: The revised EA process suggests no significant change to balance the lack of
independence of professionals doing baseline and effects assessments on a proponent’s dime. Our
earlier submissions on a revised EA process suggested ways to ensure a greater degree of independence
and a higher ptiblic trust in the EA process. Despite a recent Government-ordered review of the subject,
we do not see any such measures incorporated in the revised EA process.

• Jurisdiction: In several cases. BC’s request for a substituted EA process has resulted in an assumption
of normally-federal responsibilities, especially in the marine/Canada Shipping Act and
Fisheries/SARA areas. However, the EAO has little experience or competence in such matters. We
suggest amending the agreement — unique among Canadian provinces — between federal and BC
Governments that allow for this stibstituted process to limit its use to cases where marine matters do
not form part of the EA’s scope. Also. the regulations and thresholds between these bodies are
sufficiently different so as to require that both he performed.

• EA Amendments: We would expect that a revised EA process would be more explicit in determining
whose call it is to determine if a substantial project change requires a formal amendment. Examples.
In a recent correspondence with our organization, the Deputy Minister stated that it was the Proponent’s
(in this case, Woodfibre LNG’s) call to determine whether a substantial change to the project (locating
a 550-bed temporary work camp next to a village half its size f,_r stating in the EA that such would
not be required) merited an amendment — or not. The DM argued that, as such a camp was not explicitly’
disalloed in the conditions of the EA Certificate, it was Thot a change” meriting an amendment to the
certified project description. We strongly suggest that is the function of the EAO — not the proponent
— to decide such matters, and should be guided by explicit policy in the EA regulations.

• Termpol (Technical Review Process of Marine Terminal Systems and Transhipment Sites”): Many
reviewable projects involve marine matters and shipping. This Federal (Transport Canada) process
reviews port facilities and BC has no provincial equivalent, marine matters being primarily an area of
Federal jurisdiction. Substantial weaknesses of this process are that it is not mandatory and its
recommendations are optional for a proponent to irnplemcnt. Under such weak and unenforceable
circumstances, proponents whose projects include shipping are not incented to complete it. We strongly
recommend strengthening it.

• Lobbying and political donations during the EA phase, hiring of BC EAO employees by the
proponent: We have had first-hand experience of both of these questionable practices (one tvhere the
proponent’s staff allegedly broke the latv regarding stich donations. the other where BCEAO’s Project
Manager for the BCEAO assessment became Woodfibre LNG’s Manager of Regulatory Affairs). Scich
behaviour smacks of infitience-peddling and corruption quite unbefitting a first-world country. Based
on our experience of several EA processes, there should be severe restrictions on such practices
accompanied by vigilant and timely enforcement. If public trust is to be restored in the EA process.
both practices must be banned.

4. Enforcement

• EA Conditions: We are concerned that the enforcement of EA conditions has received little/no
attention in this review. Recent history — witness the illegal dams in the Peace, lax oversight of the
tailing pond at Mount PolIcy, excessive siltation at Site C - to name but a few — signal a clear need for
a stricter enforcement regime. The current approach- requiring the proponent to employ a registered
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professional/ R.P Bio charged with enforcement — suffers — we would say rightly - from an obvious
lack of independence. How likely is that employee to blow the whistle on his/her employer and
colleagues. especially in a remote work location?

Reports: Many of the conditions attached to the approval of EA Certificates specif the post-approval
completion of reports covering safety, environmental, social and other impact aspects of the project
that were only’ outlined during the EA process. We are concerned that the BC EAO’s follow-up to
ensuring proponents’ compliance with these conditions is almost entirely absent’4., the end-result of
which is that they’ are either severely delayed or never completed. This is Liflacceptable in any well-
regulated EA process.

We urge BC to strengthen the RPR to meet public expectations of a more credible EA regime. Strengthening
what projects get assessed under the RPR is critical to BC’s commitment to revitalize EA. After careful
review of your government’s recently introduced legislation, we conclude that the proposed environmental
assessment process will Call short of your stated goal — to protect the environment and restore pLiblic
confidence. In particular, the proposed legislation retains three deficiencies of current practice that are
at odds with the foundations of science-based decisions, namely, a lack of scientific independence, of
peer-review, and of transparency. Rather. the proposals in the RPR Discussion Paper appear designed to
suggest change on paper while doing little to alter the status quo in practice. We urge you to adopt the
recommended changes to help build a solid foundation for BC’s EA regime that will inspire public
confidence where there is so little presently.

Sincerely.

Eoin Finn B.Sc., Ph.D., MBA Tracey Saxby
Director of Research Executive Director
My Sea to Sky My Sea to Sky
Email: eoin(rnyseatosky.org Email: traceymyseatosky.org

Copied via email to:

BC EAO: ea.revitalizationauov.bc.ca

Provincial representatives: MLA Spencer Chandra Herbert, MLA Adrian Dix. MLA David Eby, MLA
Sonia Furstenau. MLA Rick Glumac. MLA George Heyrnan, MLA Bowinn Ma. MLA Melanie Mark. MLA

‘4 https://thenarwhal.ca/b c-grants-[rackingcornpany-free-pass-to-buiId-iIIegaI-dams/
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Adam Olson. MLA Nicholas Simons. MLA Shane Simpson. MLA Jordan Sturdy. MLA Sam Sullivan. MLA
Sultan. MLA Andrew Weaver, MLA Andrew Wilkinson

first Nations governments: Squamish Nation, Tsleil-Waututh Nation, Musquearn Nation

Local governments: District of Squamish, District of West Vancouver, Resort Municipality of Whistler,
Village of Lions Bay, Bowen Island Municipalitiy, Town of Gibsons, Squamish LiIlooet Regional District,
Sunshine Coast Regional District, Islands Trust
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From:
To: MayorandCouncil; Mary-Ann Booth; Nora Gambioli; Bill Soprovich; Craig Cameron; Peter Lambur; Sharon

Thompson; Marcus Wong
Subject: Don"t spoil Ambleside Park, take Arts building to Klee Wyck property | The Global Canadian
Date: Sunday, October 6, 2019 8:29:23 PM

Ladies and Gentlemen

Please reassure me you are not serious about building an Arts Centre in Ambleside Park.

I have not seen this being actively discussed in our community so I am hoping this article is “fake” news.

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.theglobalcanadian.com/dont-spoil-ambleside-park-take-arts-building-to-
klee-wyck-property/__;!7Ybluo8KqETyPA!OZiwRd-CZJ7VwfjtLlYChl7egUyUoT0awnEu--
SR2gXiC_hjRxzc20FFMJLABpCVWxegjV1qfInh$

,
West Vancouver

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)
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* Does not account for households whose
donations did not result in a tax receipt.

wvuc.bc.ca & westvanyouth.com

___________________________________________________V

WEST VANCOUVER UNITED CHURCH
How We Are Connecting in 2078- by the numbers

f)4)(- f —

/R/39iF:i’’
building

services 2fl church groups
\ / held in gathered

\ / care homes regularly

4 weddings
7 baptisms
17 funerals I

N

WVUC home

volunteer hours ot
one-on-one care

52 care plans
completed

Sermon Series:
• Simon Peter
• Lent: Holy Moments
• The Apostles’ Creed
• Advent: Unexpected

Some of our Community
Partners in 2018

CinderelIa Project
• Dundarave IGA
• First United Church
• Harvest Project Food Drive
• Honour-A-Life
• Iranian Women’s Association

-

• North Shore Family Services
• North Shore Mental Health
• North Shore Multicultural Soc•
• North Shore Palliative Care
• Scouts and Guides
• West Van Senior Centre

•

:?25
: Average weekly

: livestream
• viewership from

25 countries
: over 52

broadcasted
: services

566
Fruit of the Vine

2 subscribers

6748
Visitors on our

: websites from
: 60+ countries

&339
: Likes on Facebook

7250+
) Cups of coffee

served!

STATISTICAL CHANGES
As understandings of church health shift, certain met-
tics become less historically consistent or relevant. For
instance, in 2018, 111 new profiles were created in our
database, resulting in 1323 members, adherents and
visitors, adding up to 2692 profiles. However, such
totals are problematic, because neither increases or
decreases are indicative of congregational health -

that is, the way people are connecting and actively
partnering with the vision and mission of the church.
These statistical changes begin to capture that.
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)‘o3 IL.From: Casey Grundy on behalf of MayorandCouncil
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 1:14 PM
To: Casey Grundy
Subject: FW: District West Vancouver: Pumpkin Fest Noise Inquiry

Original Message
From: District of West Vancouver <no-reply@westvancouver.ca>

-

Sent: Monday, October 7, 2019 2:55 PM
To: Info <info@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: District West Vancouver: “Contact Us” form submission

Do not reply to: no-reply@westvancouver.ca Please update the from email before you reply to this email.

Submitted on Monday, October 7, 2019 - 14:54

Submitted values are:

Your
Email Address: Home Phone:
Subject: Mayor & Council
Message:
Hello Mayor & Council,

Firstly let us at ( from WV Rec Center) congratulate you on another
successful “ Pumpkin Fest” yesterday; many young families & their children enjoying the event, especially the pony
rides.

Having said that, I would add that the level of amplification of Music was well over the top yesterday ( much louder than
other events at the Rec Center in the past ) and very stressful for us homeowners , some
away ( the band’s stage ) . After 2 hours of it I personally couldn’t handle it any more and left
home to escape the excessive noise . A complete contravention of the DWV’s own noise bylaw.

Our building is part of a ( ) , therefore
Loud excessive Noise (for hours on end ) , takes it’s toll n ones nerves . As an example the couple who live directly above
( ) has , so she had a very difficult day.

We ask that the DWV please consider our very close proximity to these events & do you absolute best to keep the level
of amplification as reasonable as possible , in future events

Please ensure this email is provided to the Mayor & Council . Thx

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)
s. 22(1)

s. 22(1) s. 22(1)

s. 22(1) s. 22(1)

s. 22(1)
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From:
Subject:

MayorandCouncil
FW: Youre invited to Neighbourhood Grant Celebration (6 Nov 2019)

?5(5 O*C)

From: West Vancouver Foundation <invite@eventbrite.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 3:31 PM

To: MayorandCouncil <MayorandCouncil@westvaflcouvet.ca>
Subject: You’re invited to Neighbourhood Grant Celebration (6 Nov 2019)

Hello Mayor and Council,
You are invited to the following event

NEIGHBOURHOOD GRANT CELEBRATION

—

r

Attend Event

Event to be held at the following time date
and location

Wednesday 6 November 2019
from 530PM to 700 PM (PST,

West Vancouver Lawn Bowling Club
650 20th Street

West Vancouver BC V7V 3Y4
canada

View Map

The West Vancouver Foundation is pleased to invite you to the Neighbourhood Small Grant Celebration

Join us to celebrate the project leaders and their projects that were held throughout West Vancouver and Lions Bay meet other community members enjoy
some snacks and possibly get inspired to hold your own Neighbourhood Small Grant project next yesi

We hope you can make ji

Cheers.

West Vancouver Foundation

WEST VANCOUVER
FOUN DAT ION

i- :11 Dr 5:35 Se iS iaorarscDv C

5:0 55 rfl5 5 ,iCiOr’s 550m iSs :rJan:er Dv :nstsz: or

Celebrating 40 Years of Giving Local Living Local

5 Th Fr-r 0-- no
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From: Tracy Crawford <TCrawford@madd.ca> %bO- 0ç2

Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 8:31 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Invite to speak and preview MADD Canada’s school program to West Van students

Good morning Mayor and Council;

Road crashes are the number one cause of death among Canadian youth, and alcohol and/or drugs
are involved in more than half of those crashes. Every year, MADDCanada produces a new School
Assembly Program to educate students in Grades 7 — 12 about the risks of impaired driving.

The 201 9-2020 School Assembly Program, titled Over the Edge, is being delivered to students in
Grades 7—12 to highlight the dangers of impaired driving, and how they can prevent it.

We would like to invite you to our launch event that kicks off the program in BC for the nexi
couple months.

Date: Oct 28th, 2019

Location: West Vancouver Secondary, 7750 Mathers Ave

Time: 8:45 am

Over The Edge shows the story of 17-year-old Sam, who moves back to her hometown to live with her
Dad while her Mom travels for work. At a party to celebrate Sam’s homecoming, she reunites with her
two best friends, Kat and Adam, and meets Kat’s friend, Steve. The group catches up while drinking
and smoking cannabis. Things quickly get out of hand when Kat divulges a secret, and Sam and Adam
leave. Knowing she shouldn’t drive, Sam calls her Dad to pick them up. The next morning, Sam and
her Dad decide to go fishing. On the way, Sam gets a text from Kat saying that Steve is driving impaired.
Sam and her Dad agree to pick Kat up at a nearby gas station, and Sam calls the police to report
Steve’s impaired driving. Suddenly, a crash happens, changing all of their lives forever.

After that fictional story concludes, viewers see interviews with real-life victims of impaired driving
who talk about their loved ones who were killed or injured in crashes. This year’s program tells the
stories of:

Surveys show MADD Canada’s education efforts resonate with young people. In a 2017-2018 survey
about that year’s School Assembly Program, titled The Pact, students said: the program effectively
delivered the sober driving message (66%); it motivated them to make the right decision when it
comes to preventing impaired driving (74%) ; they had or planned to have conversations with family
and friends about impaired driving (73%); and they supported having a similar presentation at the
school the following year (97%).

To see a clip of the new program, visit the School Programs page on the MADD Canada web site at:
https://madd .ca/paqes/proqrams!youth-services/school-programs/.

Tracy Crawford
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MADE) Canada

Regional Manager (BC, AB, NU, NWT, YT)
P0 Box 78043 RPO Northside
Port Coquitlam, BC V3B 7G8
T: 604 552 9273 or 1 877 676 6233
E: tcrawford@madd.ca

Join us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/maddcanada.ca
Support MADD Canada by making your donation today at www.madd.ca.

You can save a life! Support Campaign 911. Call 911 if you see a suspected impaired driver.

Vous pouvez sauver une vie! Appuyez Ia Campagne 911. Composez le 911 si vous voyez un conducteur aux facultés
affa i b lies.

Tracy Crawford
MADD Canada

Regional Manager (BC, AB, NU, NWT, YT)
P0 Box 78043 RPO Northside
Port Coquitlam, BC V3B 7G8
T: 604 552 9273 or 1 877 676 6233
E: tcrawford@madd.ca

Join us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/maddcanada.ca
Support MADD Canada by making your donation today at www.madd.ca.

You can save a life! Support Campaign 911. Call 911 if you see a suspected impaired driver.

Vous pouvez sauver une vie! Appuyez Ia Campagne 911. Composez le 911 si vous voyez un conducteur aux facultés
affa i b lies.



r78S-l2-.
From:
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 10:09 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Cc:
Subject: The Loop’ Transportation along Marine Drive and Broadway

In light of the current and expected construction and resulting road closures for proposed projects along Marine Drive
and Bellevue Avenue in the next decade it is timely to revisit the following proposal. Put some part of this Proposal to
make Marine Drive and Bellevue Avenue one way avenues in place as a pilot project. The lane closures of Sellevue
Avenue by for the Grosvenor project at 13th and the project at 23rd for the last few years are just a taste of the chronic
delays in travelling into and through our business district expected as rebuilds of blocks along Bellevue Ave and the 2400
block of Marine Drive take place.

“The current options for the 5-line bus route come across as a rush to deficiency. The complaints about the proposed B-
Line to Dundarave are well known by now. A proposed turn around at Park Royal should never happen, just think of busy
shopping days, before Christmas for example, with buses being held up in the parking lot. If not Dundarave, the B Line
buses should turn around at Capilano Road and Marine Drive.

If the B-Line does come to West Vancouver lets plan for fifty years and go big. I suggest the following.

Marine Drive West would be one way from 13th to 25th Marine Drive East(Bellevue Aye) would become one way from
25th to 13th

There will be room for diagonal parking, a transit lane, bike lane, and a through lane with lights coordinated for 45k per
hour in each direction.

West Van city or developers would be charged with building up arty laneways forming north and south pedestrian
connections between Marine Drive East and West.

The split in the road at the 13th Street would require the replacement of the tennis courts and grading with Marine
Drive East rising to join Marine Drive West. The triangular space created by the intersection could form a green space
with an iconic symbol of welcome to Ambleside. (How about a totem, or a ‘monkey’ tree to replace one that stood there
for decades!)

The buses would turn left at 25th off of Marine Drive West and return on the one way Marine Drive East.

The City could offer to buy the building at the SE corner 16th and Bellevue and build a transit station there, with a rest
stop for the drivers.

The West Coast Express from Mission to Vancouver could have a northern clone using the CN track with stops at
Mountain Highway, Lonsdale, Capilano Road, Park Royal, Ambleside at l6th,Horseshoe Bay, Lions Bay, Squamish and
maybe up to Whistler.

This proposed B-Line and West Coast Express would serve as a foundation for connecting north and south, uphill and
downhill, feeder routes to be developed as the need arises into the rest of this century.”
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

forwarded by

Wednesday, October 9, 2019 9:24 AM
MayorandCouncil

For your information

to

Alfred Lambremoni Webre to SC neh4ork, microwave radiation dangers, health prohlenm discttssion.
II hrs
Swiss Citizens Take to the Streets to Protest 5G lrnplcmentation as New Illnesses Start at Same Time
Over loOt) people take to the streets in Bern. Switzerland to protest 5G roll-out. Image source.
Health Impact News
If you want to get an idea ot what will happen in the U.S. when the telecom companies start rolling out 5G
networks with new towers in your local neighborhood, take a look at what is happening in Switzerland today.
where 9O% c)t the population is now exposed to the nw 5G networks.

n to the new networks.

Swiss Citizens Take to the Streets to Protest 5G Implementation as New Illnesses Start at
Same Time

About this website
[IEALTHIMPAC’TNEWS.COM

1) Physicians for Safe Technology; https://mdsafetech.org/
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From: Susan Chalmers <schalmers@communityenergy.bc.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, October 9, 2019 11:24 AM
To: MayorandCouncil
Subject: Climate Leaders Institute on November 7-8

Dear Mayor and Council,

The Climate Leaders Institute is one month away, November 7-8 in Richmond.

This two-day deep dive on climate action for locally elected officials will help you lead or support bold climate action in
your community. The event is hosted by the BC Municipal Climate Leadership Council and facilitated by the Community
Energy Association.

Join your peers, special guest speakers, representatives from the Province of BC, subject matter experts, NGOs, and
youth climate activists for two days of presentations, panels and interactive dialogue. Topics include framing and
storytelling for climate action, high impact climate initiatives, engaging with youth and communities, climate leadership,
and more.

Featured speakers include:

• Tzeporah Berman — International Program Director for Stand.earth, Environmental Activist, and Adjunct
Professor at York University

• David Miller — Former Mayor of Toronto and North America Director for C40 and Ambassador for Inclusive
Climate Action

• Stephanie Allen —Associate Vice-President, Strategic Business Operations and Performance at BC Housing and
Founding Board Member for Hogan’s Alley Society

• Andrea Reimer— Former Vancouver City Councillor and Loeb Fellow

The conference will be the official launch of the Climate Leaders Playbook, a new online resource for locally elected
officials.

For further information about CLI and to register, visit the BCMCLC website. Early bird registration rates are available
until October 15.

If you have any questions, please contact Maya Chorobik at mchorobik@communityenergy.bc.ca.

This event is possible due to the support of the Province of BC, BC Hydro, FortisBC, and Real Estate Foundation of BC.

Kind Regards,
Susan

Susan Chalmers, community Energy coordinator

f*. Me-.Community Energy
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